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J esse Jackson kicks off SA speaker series at W &M Hall
By CARLA ARCIIlE

Virginia Union and Hampton
U niversities.
In typical fashion. Jackson
poke his message in rhym e,
alliteration and poetry. e t, the
spe ch concentrated not so
much on the complexities of
partisan pol itics as on a simpler
platform for the younger
generation. The theme of his
peech was that "it is this
generation's burden to 'turn on
the light,' and to heal our country
and rebuild and reinvest in
America." He called this a
critical hour in the historyofour
country.
Jackson' s
message
transcended race, gender and
party affiliation. Not once
during his address did he sing
the praises of Gov. Bill Clinton,
the Democratic Presidential
candidate as one might have
expected. This was illuminated

especially the students, who
comprised a majority of the
audience, to use their minds and
votes to effect change.
Jackson noted the important
issues of this p residential
election--une mplo~111 ent, health
care, racial polarization and how
young America can make
America better. To emphasize
his point, hecited some sobering
numbers: 10 million Americans
are unemployed: 40million have
no health insurance; 50 million
do not have adequate health
care; and 40 million live in
poverty.
Jackson also setoutto defeat
many of the misconceptions
concerning the demographics of
poor people in America.
According to Jackson, " most
poor people are white, female
and young," contrary to the
picture painted by the national
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Rushing, the first person to move into the Gntd Housing Complex
""ith the ceremonial bntss key. See story, page 3.

"the right to fight for the right to
agree or disagree." Instead,
Jackson urged everyone,
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Jack m addr
d an audience
of over 1,000 on \Vednesday,
Sepr.16atWilliam MaryHali.
Fighting laryngiti ' , Jack on

traveled to four other regional
campuses earlier in the day:
Virginia Commonwealth.
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See JACKSON, page 20

Parking Balkanized: Post-war parking boundaries set
By BOB DICKINSON
It appears that the final battle of the
parking war wa fought at a meeting of
the Graduate and Professional Students
A socia tio n (GAPS) held Sept. 14. The
meeting wa attended by the president
of the o the r graduate programs, Paridng
Service Director Mark Gettys, and
Samuel Sadler ice President of Student
Affairs.
Joe Cartee, SBA and GAPS president
presented a proposal for redesignation
of spaces that are within the graduate
parking lot. He ..:uggested that the 14
parking spaces which constitute the row
perpendicular to Henry Street and that
are closest to the law school be
redesignated for day tudent paridng. In
the alternat ive, Cartee sugge ted
redesignationofthe22 paces on the row
parallel and closest to Henry Street.
Cartee told the group that he did not
have a personal stake in the deci ion
because he is renting a space from a
Henry Street resident. He reported,
however, that he ha received complaints
fro m many of the approximately 500
commuting law students. He said that
law rudents came back this term to

something 'ubstantially different from
what they expected. The tudent had
been led to believe that they would
recover the spaces which were lost during
con {ruction of the grad complex. He
referred to assurances that had been given
in thi regard as " misrepre entation."
Vice President Sadler responded that

'what was said wa that the original lot
would be restored ."
Sondra Berger of t he School of
Education said that half of the residents
were law tudents, and therefore, half of
the resident parking was al readyoccupied
by law students. Cartee answered that
while thi wa ' true, it is the commuting

law students who have been burdened by
the new parking scheme. David Niebuhr,
President of the Virginia Institute of
Marine Sciences student association,
asked if Cartee's constituents would be

See BALKANIZED, page 20

Funding refusal becomes "political" issue
By RONNIE L. CLAY
SBA Pre 'ident Joe Cartee (3L) and
Law Student for Choice (LSC) member
Linda Jackson (2L) cIa hed at a recent
SBA meeting when Cartee announced
that LSCwouJd not recciveSBA funding.
The SBA called the meeting to determine
what funding would be provided to
Marshall-Wythe student groups by the
monies allocated to the SBA through the
University.
Cartee stated that political
organizations such as the law school's
Democratic, Republican and LSC groups
would not receive funding. Atthis point,
Jackson questioned the SBA decision
classifying LSC asa politically motivated
organization. The exchange between

Cartee and Jackson continued for some
time with Jackson raising her voice
noticeably.
"The decision is not really mine,"
said Cartee. "The prohibition against
funding political organizations is a part
of the State Funding Guidelines." After
the meeting, Cartee said that he
contacted Ken Smith, Associate VicePresident for Student Affairs about the

matter and that " he agrees with my
assessment that LSC does in fact fall
within the parameters or a political group
as defined by the State Guidelines."
Janet Breckenridge (2L), Treasurer
of LSC and present at the budget
meeting, points to two primary reasons

See POLITICS, page 20
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Out of Our Heads
It's thattime of year again--a parade of interviewers arriving
in Williamsburg to be reminded of what kind of ridiculous
clothes they wore a few years ago when they went through the
same process. And all the interviewees, loyal to their charcoal
gray suits and just-below-the-knee skirts, striving to make
themselves stand out from the crowd--but not too much.
Interviewees, and interviewers who were once there, all
know this is a grand facade. Who made up this system whereby
students must run their credit cards up to the max in order to
play dress-up and pretend they are already earning $80,000 a
year? A few students were Iud.), enough to come to law school
with a certain amount of wealth already amassed and maybe
even a career-oriented wardrobe. But interview suits? Come
on, nobody really wears clothes this drab in the 'real world.'
Everyone involved would be much happier if the
interviewERS got to dress like law students when they came to
campus for interviews. They'd be more relaxed, we'd be more
relaxed, and the interview would better serve its purpose of
offering them the chance to see what we're really like. Let's
save the phony suits for the call-back interviews. Then, you're
in an environment where everybody is wearing dumb clothes
and you'd be out of place if you weren't. On a college campus,
suits are a misnomer.
There are a lot better things for us as students to spend our
clothing allowances on-- like beer and other assorted
psychoactive substances. Let somebody pay us to dress like
C<?rporate drones if that's what they want us to look like.
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From the lBditor's-Desk...
Last issue I wrote an editorial
about the Honor Code. Two
second-year students read this
piece and came away with the
impression I was talking ofthem.
Looking back at the words I
chose for the editorial, I see how
Paul Rooney and John
Einstman came away with the
impression they did. That
impression was unintended.
I went through a similar
experience when I was a 1L. I

observed what I believed to be
preparations for an Honor Code
violation. Fortunately, the
Professor I consulted was more
helpful than the one described
by Paul and John.
The lesson I took away from
the experience is similar to the
one learned by Paul and John.
The Honor System didn't make
our lives easier. My first
experience with the Honor Code
took hours away from my

Letters
To the Editors:
To the Editors:
I guess I should feel fortunate
Law Students for Choice
("LSC") was all but summarily that we have completed four
denied funding by SBA at weeks of school before having
Wednesday evening's SBA to write a letter such as this one.
budget hearing. After careful At any rate, I wish to comment
Linda
Jackson's
consideration and much on
conversation what troubles me "impressions" taken from the
about the decision is not SBA budget hearings.
necessarily the decision itself,
Virginia state funding
but how I perceive that decision guidelines contain many
stipulations and restrictions on
was made.
SBA is required to follow the use of state monies, which
certain
guidelines
in include student activities fees.
determining what organizations Among these guidelines and
are eligible to receive SBA under the heading "Types of
funding. Under the current organizations that can be
guidelines, political and religious funded" is the statement that
organizations are not eligible for such funds " may not be used to
funding. Although theoretically support political or religious
one could argue whether this activities."
should be the case, tax and legal
At the SBA budget hearings
considerations may render the on Wednesday, September 16th,
point moot. Instead the Ms. Jackson argued that Law
difficulty lies not in the guideline Students for Choice (LSC) is
exclusions, but indecidingwhich not a political organization.
groups under the guidelines are Prior to the hearings, I had
political or religious.
reviewed LSC's bylaws and
It was my impression initially believed that LSC was
Wednesday evening that Joe in fact a political organization. I
Cartee, SBA President, decided based this perception on the
independently and prior to the nature of political activist groups
hearing that LSC is a political and my prior experience of
organization ineligible for making such determinations as
funding. In explaining his a former member of the Board
rationale Joe pointed to the fact of Student Affairs (BSA)
that abortion is a highly political Finance Committee. The duties
and controversial issue. Hewent of this Committee included
on to state that it was his job, making similar determinations
based on his "gut feeling," to regarding nearly fifty student
draw
lines
between organizations; a briefing
organizations (most of which concerning this task indicated
deal with controversial and that organizations having a
political issues in one way or political purpose, based on state
another) and decide if they are guidelines, were ineligible to
political or religious. In pressing receive direct allocations of
the issue itwas obvious that Joe student fees.
made this "gut feeling" decision
To ensure myunderstanding
without any factual knowledge ofLSC was not in error, I offered
concerning LSC's activities last to speak to Ms. JacKson
year, but instead reasoned that regarding her concerns after the
because abortion is such a hearing. We discussed the status
politically charged issue so must of LSC for approximately one
LSC be political.
hour. She informed me of both
I openly admit that LSC the political and lega l!
participated in political activities intellectual activities of LSC. I
last year. We campaigned for a tried in vain to el\.-plain that the
pro-choice candidate one day undertaking of nonpolitical
last fall, we organized phone activities in addition to the

See LSC v. SBA, page 13

See SBA v. LSC, page 17

studies. When I called the Chief
Justice for advice, I was told the
Council does not give advisory
opinions. I was left to flounder
at time of vulnerability.
Paul and John's account of
not being told until an advanced
stage in the proceeding thatthey
could drop charges epitomizes
the same lack of guidance I
experienced. Perhaps Paul,
John and I are on the same side
after all.

Due to space constraints, the
following letter was extensively
edited witlwut consultation with
the autlwrs. Original on file.
To the Editors:
In your last editorial you
stated that according to
" rumors" students turned their
friends in to the Honor Council
in order move ahead of them in
class rank.
It was an
underhanded attemptto use the
paper to carry. out a personal
attack.
Reading your editorial we
were reminded of a poignant
scene from Martin Scorsese's
"Goodfella's." A young Henry
Hill has just been arrested for
the first time. After his lawyer
gets him off he is led to the open
arnlsofhis "crew" who celebrate
the occasion asa right ofpassage.
Burke then leans over Hill
and intones the ironic motto of
the film, "Always remember two
things: Keep your mouth shut,
and never, ever, rat on your
friends."
Nothing could stand in
greater contrast than the typical
audience 's contempt for
"Cameron", The D ead Poets'
Society traitor, who says, "Incase
you haven't heard, there's an
honor code at this schooL" A
cheer goes up as N awanda
breaks Cameron's nose.
Whil e many of us would
rather be "Goodfellas" than
law students, we have agreed to
live not by the code of gangsters,
but the Honor Code. That's
why when it appeared that a
friend had violated that code,
wevery reluctantly filed charges.
We'd like to be able to say
that our actions were motivated
by some Southern, genteel,
"honor ', and "duty" bullshit.
But the words of a professor we
consulted prompted us: " You
clearly have a duty to go to the
Honor Council. I now too have
a duty to go to the Honor Counci1
if you do not." Thus we faced
possible expulsion if we didn't
take action.
That was our first lesson

See RAT, page 8
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Law Leads Line r·e placesAlumni Placement Bulletin
By KEVIN KRONER
While rna t of us frolicked in the
summer sun, D ean R obert Kaplan of the
Office of Career Planning and Placement
(OCPP) unveiled a new service for M -W
graduates to surprising controversy. An
automated voice-mail system ofjob leads,
Law Leads Line, started August 1,
replacing theA lllmn i PlacementBlllletin.
The voice-mail system available only
to Marshall -Wythe alumni , lists job
ope nings and lead obtained by OCPP ..
Openi ngs are organized according to the
\eve I of experience required . The
e lectronic menu a llows user to skip
whole ctions of openings which may be
inapplicable. Within each menu, the
Ii tener may pau e, rewind, and skip
messages as needed. Like the Alumni
Placem ent Bulletin , Law Leads Line is
free for the first year following grad uation
and $15 per year thereafter.
D e pit e Ka plan ' s e nthusia tic
anno unce ment, the new system wa
immediately greeted with controversy.
Thirty-o ne members of the Class of 1992
signed a three-page letter to Dean Kaplan
expressi ng their displeasure over the
demise of the Bulletin and questioning
the utility of Law Leads. Kapla n wrote
each of the 31 back on August 4
addre ing some of their concerns.
Kaplan s memorandum announcing

Leads Line is updated every Friday, as phone call to Law Leads per week. If
opposed to the bi-weekly Bulletin, that graduate has a long-distance
convenience, and cost-effectiveness. In allowing job information to go "quickly company such as AT&T charging $8.70
an interview, Kaplan said the primary and contemporaneously' to the people per hour, for off-peak, state-to-state,
motivatio n fo r starting the line was to who need it. Critics of the new service phone calls, he will spend well over $100
maximize the amount of ' lead time" for say the voice mail system is actually less per year.
When informed of this complaint,
a Marshall-Wythe alum o n a job opening. flexible since the user must sit down and
Previously, OCPP shared all job leads take notes over the phone. While Kapla!. Kaplan said, "While I don't want to
with other law school through the use of acknowledges the ease of paging through minimize the complaint of added cost, I
theBulletin. Asa result, M-W graduates the Bulletin at o ne's convenience, he think that factor is outweighed by the
learned of job leads at the same time as feels " the investment of time [is] [system's] advantages." As for the notion
graduate from law schools across the counterbalanced by the elimination of that OCPP is attempting to shift some of
region .
According to Kaplan, the lag time."
the operating cost onto the graduate,
implementing the voice mail system
For the alumni who wrote Kaplan, Kaplan said the operating cost of the
enables OCPP to give M-W alums a the biggest complaint about replacing Bulletin was not a factor in the decision
jump on most job leads and exclusive the Bulletin with Law Leads Line is the to change services.
access to others.
added cost. While the cost of subscription
A nothe r complaint of some the
OCPP will continue to publish a remains the same, graduates living outside alumni was not so much in the
newsletter for exchange with o ther law the 804 area code must pay long-distance implementation of a voice mail service
schools which will include listings from charges. Critics of Law Leads questioned but with the unilateral decision to
OCPP sources and from regional Kaplan'S characterization of the service eliminate the Bulletin. According to
publications. So m e employmen t as cost-effective in light of the fact that Click, " The way th e change was
information obtained from exclusive M- all of the users are unemployed, many implemented, without any consultation
W sources will be limited to the L'lw with large loan debts. One principal with the users, and [Dean Kaplan's]
Leads Line. Kaplan does not expect a uthor of the letter to Dean Kaplan, response when a group of us expressed
other law schools to react unfavorably to Jennifer Click, '92, said ' the biggest o ur concerns was paternalistic and
the reduction in job leads coming from problem for me is the co t factor. A insulting."
M-W.
major portion of that cost has been shifted
When questioned on the poSsibility
Kaplan said thesystem'sgreatestasset to the unemployed graduate. I don't of allowing graduates to subscribe to the
is its increased flexibility. With the think that issue has ever been adequately newsletter currently sent to other law
Bulletin , Kaplan was concerned that some addressed."
schools, Kaplan said that option is one of
job leads were st a le by the time
As an illustration, a graduate can many he would keep in mind as he
unemployed grads learned of them. Law easily expect to make one, IS-minute continually evaluates the system.
the service listed its advantages over the

Bulletin as exclusivity, flexibility,

GradPlex dedicated to Coca-Cola bottling Queen
By DOUG MIlLER
Calling the m the fulfillment
of a IS-year dream, William &
M ary Presid e nt T im Sullivan
dedica ted th 85 apartment in
th e n e w g r a du a t e stud e nt
housing comp lex. Th ecerem ny
loo k pl ace before ab ut 100
fac ulty, staff, board members
and tude nts o n Friday, Sept.
11. The apa rtme nts, according
to Sull ivan 's re marks, we re
o rigi nally the vi ' io n of the nD ea n William B. Spong, who
'aw a need fo r a n acade mic
village th a t wo uld allow law
stud e nt to live and study
to geth e r in a co nvenient ,
affo rdable, residential se tting.
Though the state largely
fin ance d the proj e ct , the
apartme nts bear the name of
one of the College' s most
generous co ntributors, Lettie
Pate \ hitehead Evans. Mrs.
Evans, who died in 1953, gave
million of unrestricted dollars
to the College through two
foundations that bear her name.
Acco rding to Lee Walsh ,
Director of Capital Gifts for the
College, " The complex was
named in her honor to recognize
the foundations' generosity over
the last 20 years.' "When the
fo undations were established,"
Walsh
said ,
" certain
organizations were designated
to receive a percentage of their

gifts eveIY year

in peI])etuity.

William & Mary is o ne of those
organizations."
Mrs. Evans, who could trace
her Virginia roots back as far as
colonial times, was born in
Bedford County, Virginia. She
marri e d
J o e ph
Brown
White head, a lawyer, in 1894.
Five years later Mr. Whitehead
and a friend co nceived the idea
of selling Coca -Cola in bottles.
They convinced the company to
give them the rights to bottle
and ell the product throughout
mo t o f the country. The
Whiteheads then moved to
Atlantaand established Atlanta
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Mr.
Whitehead died of pneumonia
in 1906, at the age of 42.
Following Mr. Whitehead's
death, his wife took control of
the fam ily busi ness in terests. She
was n amed to the board of
directors of Coca-Cola in 1934,
becomingoneofthefirstwomen
directorsofanymajor American
corporation. She remarried in
1913 to Col. Arthur Kelly Evans.
The graduate complex will
be officially known as the Lettie
Pate
Whitehead
Evans
Residences. A bronze plaque
unveiled at the dedication
acknowledges Mrs . Evans'
contributions. The courtyard
and gardens enclosed by the
complex will be called the

President Tim Sullivan addresses the audience at the dedication of
the Lettie Pate Whitehead Evans Residences and Spalding Courtyard
and Gardens.

Spalding Courtyard and
Gardens, after Hugh Spalding,
Sr. and Hugh Spalding, Jr.
According to Walsh , the
senior Spalding was a close
friend and legal advisor to Mrs.
Evans . Walsh added that
Spalding was " instrumental in
convincing her to include the
College as one of the
beneficiariesofherfoundation."
Spalding practiced law with the
Atlanta firm of King & Spalding,

founded by his father. He also
served on th e College's
Endowment Association from
1949 to 1953. Spalding died in
1969.
Hugh Spalding,J r. continues
his family's active support of the
College through his roles as
Chairman of the Lettie Pate
Whitehead Foundation and
Vice Chairman of the Lettie
Pate Evans Foundation.
Hayes T. Watkins, Rector of

Teresa Braz::.el

the College, presented a brass
key to Samuel Sadler, Vice
President of Student Affairs,
with the charge that he " use
them well for the education of
the future leaders of the
Commonwealth, the nation and,
indeed, the world."
Sadler presented the key to
D arren Rushing (1L), a
candidate for the jointJD, MBA
and the first resident to move
into the facility.
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========Law Watch
By MARGARET HARDY
and JOHN CROUCH
EVIL SHIRT Norfolk's U.S.
District Judge Robert Doumar
ruled that a teenager hasno right
to wear a T-shirt saying "Drugs
Suck," as it could incite prurient
thoughts in any school
administrators who still retain
the use of their reason.
(Richmond Tunes Dispatch)
LAWSUIT LIMITATION
Legislation intended to impose
limits on product liability suits
narrowly failed to pass in the
Senate, and proponents of the
bill promise to reintroduce it in
the next session. The bill would
limit plaintiffs' damages forpain
and suffering to only the amount
each individual defendant was
found responsible. Punitive
damages could be awarded only
if the defendant was shown to
have a "conscious, frequent
indifference to public safety."

The bill also encourages
alternative methods of dispute
resolution, such as mediation.
(WaIlStreetJournal)
NFL TRUST-BUSTED An allfemale federal jury found that
the league violated antitrust laws
with a system giving teams an
iron grip on nominally freeagent players. NFL lawyers
claimed this would destroy the
league. (Richmond TimesDispatch)
VALUE THAT FAMILY The
House approved, by a 241-161
vote, a bill that would require
employers with 50 or more
employees to offer as much as
12 weeks unpaid leave a year to
care for newborns or other
family members who are
seriously ill. Passage of the bill
has been interpreted as a
challenge by Democrats to
George Bush who has stressed
family values in his reelection

Beethoven's
a Cafe-deli
featuring

Reubens, Sailors. Beethoven.
Mozart. Corned Beef. &
Pastnuni.
Also N.Y. Cheesecake.

Homemade Soups and
Lasagna. Our Famous
French Onion Soup Au
Gratin (nightly)

} JJtd~~U!'J1
""

a Cqfe-deli

i1Inn

Join us and relax with
goodfood. in a pleasant

classical music atmosphere.

467 Mad"'w:TJail (Rt. 143)
qDlll am. Smdaysoxn

229-7069

Now featuring a daily
special for William
and Mary Students
with current I.D.

campaign. Bushvetoedasimilar
bill in 1990 and is expected to do
soagain. TheHousevotelacked
the two-thirds majority that is
required to override a
Presidential veto. (WaD Street
Journal)
VOLUNTEER LAWYERS The
Young Lawyers Division of the
ABA is organizing more than
400 lawyers who have
volunteered to assist the
hurricane victims in South
Aorida. TheprimaIyareasbeing
dealt with are insurance and
landlord/tenant disputes. (WaD
SrreetJoumaI)

UBEL AWARD The secondlargest libel award in historywas
upheld against the Philadelphia
Inquirer. The award, $25M in
compensatory damages and
$31SMinpunitivedamages,was
made to Richard Sprague. The
newspaper printed a series of
articles in 1973 that suggested
Sprague, in his role as chief
assistant district attorney,
squelched a 1963 murder
investigation as a favor for a
friend. The newspaper will
appeal. (WaIlStreetJoumaJ)
KANSAS CITY, HERE WE
COME Large companies that
have historically used firms in
major cities such as New York
and LasAngeJes are increasingly
usingfirmsinsmallercities. The
compani~ such as Al\state
Insurance and Sears Roebuck
and Co., benefit from the firms'
ability to attract the best regional
talent and offer services at a
lower rate because of the
Ioweredoostofliving. (WaOStreet
Journal)
ATTORNEY-CLIENT
PRIVILEGE The 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled that
attorney billing records are not
protected by the attorney client
privilege. The case involves
banking law violations alleged
against American Commerce
National Bank. The federal
office of the Comptroller of the
Currency has charged the bank's
chairman had his personal legal
expenses improperly paid by the
bank. The appeals court ruled
the records contained only "the
identity ofa legal client, the case
name, the amount of fees and
the general nature the services
performed" and were therefore
not privileged. (Wall Street
Journal)
M·W ALUM STOLE Former
Westmoreland Co. prosecutor
E. C. Newton IV, J.D. '69, pled
guilty to embezzling $78,000
from estates and an accident
victim's settlement. (Virgin in
Lawyers WeekM

TOBACCO COMPANIES
BREAmE SIGH OF RELIEF
A federal appeals court in
Philadelphia ruled that
confidential
documents
belonging to the tobacco
industry which are believed to
show the industry knew in the
1960's that smoking led to
disease will remain unavailable
to federal prosecutors and
lawyers representing smokers
and their families. This was a
severe blow to the plaintiffs'
lawyers who are to prove the
industry acted fraudulently and
intentionally misled the public.
(WaOStreetJoumal)
.
CAMERAS
CONVICT
Washington-area
police
departments have increased
DWI conviction rates from
around 85% to over 98% by
vidootapingarrests. (Washington
Post)
CAN WE SEE A RECEIPf
Retail stores are taking
advantage of laws in 43 states
allowing them to impose fines
on shoplifters that range from
$40 up to 3 times the "actual
damages", which in some states
includes not only the price of
the stolen item butallo thewages
of the employees involved In
the traditional route of criminaI
prosecution storesrareJy recover
any money, and the cases do not
receive priority among other,
more serious, crimes. Defense
lawyers, however, say stores are
using this tactic against people
who are not guilty of theft and
cannot afford a lawyer. (WaD
StreetJoumaI)

U.s. WANTS IT AU, A New
Jersey federal judge ordered an
antique dealer to surrender the
C.S.S. Alabama's bell, which
sank in 1864, because all
Confederate property is
contraband belonging to the
U.S. (NaJio1UlILaw Journal)
WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON?
A Houston Jaw firm, Vinson &
Elkins, that was to represent
Northwest Airlines in a suit
against American Airlines for
pricing unfair practices was
disqualified by a federal appeals
court in New Orleans. The law
firm had formerly represented
American Airlines, who
successfulIydaimed itwaS unfair
for the firm to switch sides
because of insider information
that had been made available to
the firm. (WaD StreetJoumal)
mE PRICE OF A BROKEN
HEART A 44-year-old Chicago
lawyer has sued his 21-year-old
ex-fiance for breaking off their
engagement under the lllinois
Revised Statutes of 1991, which

irnclude provisions for breach of
promise to many. The suit asks
$40,310.48 in damages, the
amount the plaintiff claims to
have spent on the defendant in
the course of their one-year
relationship. The plaintiff has
written to the defendant stating
be is still willing to many her.
"IDe defendant has refused and.
states she plans on going to law
school. (Virgin inn-Pilot and
Ledger-Star)
HAIR TEST REJECfED A
federal magistrate refused to
admit results of a mass
~metry of Ouistianburg,
Va.attorney Robert NeeJy's hair,
which indicated thathehad used
cocaine in the past five months.
Neely's experts claimed his hair
couJd have touched a sofa where
cocaine was used. (Richmon.d

Tunes-DispaJch)
'ImSISJUSTICE?TheJustice
Department has received
criticism from Congress for
allegedly failing to prosecute
Jarge corporations for pollution
violations. Investigators within
the EPA have reported cases
where the Justice Department
refused to prosecute. In one
case being investigated by the
lHouse Energy and Commerce
Committee, the prosecution of
a corporation was dropped after
obtaining an indictment In
another case, a defendant had
offered to plead guilty to a felony
charge and pay a fine, but the
Justice Department later
entered an agreement for only a
misdemeanor charge and much
smaller fine. In a statement
Jissued by the Justice Department
discrepancies in these and other
charges were blamed on
'~differences of opinion about
the sufficiency of evidence
avaiJable in specific cases."
(Virgininn-Pilot and LedgerStar)
VIRGINIA EXECUTION
Willie Leroy Joneswasexecuted
on Sept. 16, becoming the third
death row inmate to be executed
this year in Vuginia. Jones was
convicted of murdering an
e:lderly couple in Charles City
C...ounty in 1983. He gained
attention in 1984 when he took
part in the largest escape from
dleath row in U.S. history, when
six
prisoners
escaped.
(Richmond Tunes-Dispatch)
AX MURDER An Amherst Co.
woman received two life
sentences for killing herson with
an ax and setting him on fire.
She said God told ber the boy
was the Antichrist, but the july
found this insufficiently insane.
(RidunondTunes-Dispatch)
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DOJ attorneys discuss governlTIent job opportunities
By ANDREW SMITH
Four lawyers from the Department
ofJustice (001) visited Marshall-WYlhe
on Sept. 10 to participate in a panel
discussion about the various career
opportunities at the 001. The Office of
Career Planning a nd P la cement
sponsored the talk. Threeofthe panelists,
George Martin, R oy H awkens, and Mike
McAuliffe, were Marshall-Wythe
alumni; the fo urth, Felicia Chambers,
graduated from Boalt Hall.
Each of the panelists had different
experiences to relate. R oy H awkens'
office, the Appellate Staff of the Civil
Division, decideswhetheror not to appeal
decisions adverse to the government and
then ha ndl es the appea l if it is autho rized.
Felicia Chambers works in the Civil
Divisi o n , which handl es torts ,
commercial, a nd civil Iiti n ation for
government agencies without their own
litigative staffs. She said that recently
he r division has been handling more
affirmative litigatio n o n behalf of the

government (i.e., where the government
is plaintiff), particularly fraud actions
against the managements of troubled
and failed Savings and Loans. Mike
McAuliffe, of the Criminal Section of
the Civil Rights Division, told of
prosecuting skinheads and Klansmen for
hate crimes. He had travelled all over
the co untry to prosecute the perpetrators
of racial discri mination, involuntary
servitude, and other crimes contravening
fundamental rights.
While this is not a way to great richest
(new attorneys are currently paid $32,-l23
annually and summer interns are paid
$421 per week), the panel ists made clear
that there was no o ther place where a
yo un g lawye r co uld get so much
expe rie nce so fast. For instance, 001
litigators fresh o ut of law school are in
frontofajudge al most every day, whileit
is commonplace for an associate in a big
law firm to not even see the inside of a
courtroom until her fifth or sixth year.
The panelists agreed that the current

job market is tight and that the downturn
in hiring at law firms has made
competition for 001 po itions that much
stiffer. There are three employment
programs at the 001 which the panelists
tho ught would be of interest to MarshallWythe stude nts: (1) the Honor Program,
through which 3Ls and judicial clerks are
hired, (2) the Summer Law Intern
Program, which is similar to the summer
associateships offered by law firms, and
(3) the Volunteer Program, which does
not provide any pay, but enables 001
aspirants to " get their foot in the door."
The Hono r Program is the most selective
ofthe DOl's hiring efforts; last year there
were approximately -l,300 applications
received for only 200 positions. The
ge neral opinion among the panelists
see med to be that, while a judicial
clerkship was not an absoluteprerequisite
to receiving an offer for the Honor
Program, it would be a big help. They
did, however, add that several non-clerks
have received offers because of their

strong performance as summer interns,
and that those students interested in
eventually applying to the Honor
Program would do well to work in the
001 for at least one summer, whether as
intern or volunteer.
Some divisions are more competitive
than others. The panelists agreed that
the Civil Division and the Civil Rights
Division were probably the most selective,
while the Antitrust and Tax Divisions, if
only because of their very specialized
practice, were probably less selective.
Mike McAuliffe stated that the Civil
Rights Division last year received 500
summer intern applications, while there
were only 12 summer hires. The four
lawyers urged those students who are
less sure of the adequacy of their
credentials to apply to a less competitive
division, stating that the litiga t ion
experience received in any of the divisions
is easily translatable into the private
sector, regardless of the area of the law in
which one eventually practices.

•

Population Center studies mIce reproduction patterns
By JOHN CROUCH
while much living space
The nondescript jumble of re ma ined unoccupied. The
buildings just beyond the investigations also revealed that
Graduate Housing Complex there is no particular density or
looks like the place where lawn absolute number at which
trimmers go to die. Actually, it population
levels
off.
is the place where Professors C. Populations in identical cages
Richard Terman and E. L. stabilized at 7, 13, 29 and 47
Bradley explore a question of members.
Nearly all mice stopped
growing urgency to mankind:
How do populations control reproducing or failed to
experience puberty for no
their numbers?
The
Laboratory
of apparent reason . The few
Endocrinology and Population newborns were mothered so
Ecology is no typical lab. Its enthusiastically that it just wore
gene tically diverse mice live off them out. Celibate ntice spent
the land in woods around their time in a huddle, as if trying
Williamsburg, mingling freely. to lose their individuality.
Dominant females from the
Though provided with nests, the
mice prefer to build their own. populations' founding pairs
A nd though they live in what b ega n hoarding food, eve n
Dr. Terman ca lls " a mouse though Dr. Terman always
welfare s t ate" where th e ir provided mo re than enough.
population might be expected Three or four handmaidens
to expand exponentially, certain helped stock the hoards. Any
n a tu ral fo rce, not ye t mo use could dine there, but the
understood, induce them to limjt hoarders fiercely berated those
who tried to carry food away.
their growth non-violently.
Dramatic tho ugh these
Dr. Terman is a n a nima l
behaviorist a nd a population resul ts were, their releva nce to
ecolog ist. His interest in life outside labo ratories was
popula ti ons was sparked by unclear. T his prompted Dr.
lemmings. He wondered how Te rman to move his research
most species avoid masssuicide, in t o natural e nviro nm e nts,
and whether some species may where he has operated for the
me e t si mil ar fates as they last 10 years. In this setting he
increase in number. He found has observed the same trends.
Populations of white-footed
that providing a few mice wi th a
large enclosure and unlimited mice around Williamsburg do
amenities had no real population not level off permanently, but
effects. Instead of choosing they stop breeding fro m May to
cannibalism, fratricide o r luly.Duringthesemonths,food
is plentiful and a pair of ntice
suicide, they became inrubited.
More formal experiments could have a litter every 25 days.
Each offspring could be a parent
with deer ntice in the "Pop Lab"
established that this population after 45 days.
Instead,
the
mice's
plateau, or asymptote, occurred

The Laboratory of Endocrinology and Population Ecology can be
found between the overllow parking lot and the graveyard.

reproductive organs remain
minute. If they are taken to the
lab, however, th ey quickly
develo p and reproduce. Dr.
Terman has not yet discovered
wha t c h a nge in the mice's
e nviro nment trigg e rs the
asymptote. He tried providing
surplus food, but it produced no
effect. Nor does the chastity
result from theweather, because
in August and September all
their o rgans swell tenfold and
do what they were designed to
do. And just as in the early
experiments, there is no
standard stable density.
Dr. Terman and Dr. Bradley,
an endocrinologist, suspect that
the mice are sex:uallystunted by
adrenal in which they produce in
response to stress. In each

population, one or two
dominant, fertile mice seem
somehow to induce stress in the
others through subtle signals
which do not eve n appear
aggressive to human observers.
Dr. Terman thinks that mice give
these cues primarily by touch,
rather than by odor, sound or
visual body language. Pairs of
inhibited mice which can see,
hear a nd smell their neighbors,
but not touch them, develop
and reproduce.
Key questions about the
population
phenomenon
remain unanswered. Why does
this happen from May through
luly? How exactly do the ntice
stress out their cohorts, if indeed
that is what they do? More
importantly, what kind of natural

Teresa Brazzel

selection has favored the
evolution of this behavior?
Dr. Terman emphasizes that
his project is "basic research."
He discourages law students and
other humans from directly
comparing their plight to that of
his mice. His research reminds
mankind that scenarios in which
trillions of future humans live in
hives or die in droves may make
for exciting science fiction , but
they are poor science. It further
d iscredits the notion that
prosperity necessarily produces
overpopulation. On the other
hand, it also warns us that species
lintit their numbers by countless
and unforeseen methods. To
Dr. Terman, the question is not
whether human populations will
be lintited, but how.
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Health Center responds
•
••
to Amicus InquIrIes
By PAULA HANNAFORD
Responding to student
complaints about King Health
Center referral policies,
Director of Student Health
Services Dr. Linda Hernlann
announced the enactment of a
new written policy allowing
students to request referrals to
private physicians if they
disagree with the Center's
diagnosis or proposed treatment
of medical problems.
Previously, the Health
Center would only refer
students to private physicians if
the student's medical condition
required treatment beyond the
scope of the physicians'
experience or the services
available through the Center, or
if the Center physician
determined that a second

opinion was " in the best interest
of the student." Referrals to
private physicians were solely in
the discretion of the Health
Center treating physician, and
were not automatically granted
upon student request.
Over the past year, several
students privately voiced
complaints about the Center's
reluctance to provide outside
referrals when the students
disagreed with the treating
physician's diagnosis.
In a separate incident, the
Health Center refused to
provide Jennifer Click, '92, with
the treatment
that had
previously proved effective for a
severe chronic condition. Only
after the condition deteriorated
to point that emergency care
was necessary was she able to

King Student Health Center more responsive to student concerns.

receive care in the emergency
room of the Williamsburg
Community Hospital.
Except in cases of medical

emergency, the Student Health
Insurance Program requires that
students seek medical treatment
from the Health Center before

Teresa Brazzel

going to private physicians.
Steve Flannery of the Brooks
Agency, which administers
W &M's Student Health Center.

Students' views considered in M-W faculty promotionss
rarely sit in on each other's classes, the anonymity afforded by the unsigned and submits a written report to the dean
By BRETT JOHNSON
Five Marshall-Wythe professors, Neal bulk of information used to rate a evaluation fornls. The faculty member's of the law school and to the college
Devins, Michael Gerhardt, 1. Trotter professor's teaching abilities comes from entire file is open to her and she may administration. The ultimate decision is
approved by the Board of Visitors of the
comment on its contents.
Hardy, James Moliterno and Alemante the students.
Public
According to Smolla, the Faculty College in the spring.
At the end of each semester, students
Selassie are currently being considered
for either tenure or promotion to full complete computer-scored evaluation Status Committee has already received announcements are made afterthe Board
professor. This process directly involves sheets. These questionnaires allow the approximately 20 letters which span the has made its decision.
The decision to promote or grant
the students of Marshall-Wythe in the students to rate instructors on the basis spectrum from full praise to criticism of
of their knowledge of the subject matter, faculty candidates for promotion.
tenure is important both to the professors
evaluation phase.
As students, we must have regular preparation for cla s, effectiveness in
The deadline for submission of a letter involved and to students as the recipients
appraisals of our · progress by our responding to student questions, concern to the committee is Oct. 1. After that of their teaching. To some e>.lent the
professors. Their methods of evaluation that the class understood the material date and until late October the Faculty student vote is already cast through the
may vary slightly but nearly inevitably and overall teaching effectiveness. In Status Committee will visit classes of the end-of-semester evaluation . But, until
involve objective grading of a single addition to these numerical scores, the professors being considered for Oct. 1, students may continue to submit
written examination.
Subjective evaluation form asks for student promotion. The evaluation process letters about the professors up for
evaluation takes place very infrequently comments. For each professor who is up continues until mid-January, during promotion if they feel strongly about
during the law school experience--usuaIJy for promotion , the Faculty Status which time a professor has the option of their qualification. This pre ents a
only for a written project or, in rare Committee assembles all of that having an informal, collegial interview at excellent opportunity for the students to
instances, when a particular professor professor's student evaluations, covering which he or she may make a presentation assist the faculty in their evaluations
factors in class participation. Professors' each semester he has taught at Marshall- to the full faculty. In January, the entire because the students are truly in the best
evaluations of students, in the form of Wythe.
faculty votes on each professor's status position to judge.
letter grades, deternline not just class
Professors read these comments each
ranks, but may also affect a student's semester after grades have been finalized.
US
employability and even self-perception. This provides immediate personal
Given its consequences, a professor's task feedback. These forms also serve as part
of the infornlation considered by the rest
of evaluating students is a serious one.
Equallysignificant, given its potential of the faculty when a professor is
consequences, is the Marshall-Wythe considered for promotion. According to
student's role in evaluating the professors. Smolla, he and the rest of the faculty look
Each autumn, when the Faculty Status for a pattern in the numerical averages
Committee gathers information on the and subjective comments and allow the
handful of faculty members who are individual facul ty member to explain the
being considered for promotion, student numbers and comments in conte>'l.
We S~pport the Marshall-Wythe Public Service Fund
Smolla said that the Faculty Status
input is of weighty importance. Student
assistance in this proce'ss comes in the Committee uses the combination of
Mention this ad and U Travel will donate $5 to the Fund
form of letters addressed to the Faculty student evaluations and individual letters
with your purchase of $250 or moreStatus Committee and from those end- to the faculty to welcome student input
in the infornlation gathering process. At
of-semester class evaluations.
According to Professor. Rodney the beginning of each fall semester,
Call 253-1212 or 877 7227
Smolla, chairman of the Faculty Status students are informed of the faculty
Plan now for Fall break and Holiday travel!
Committee, faculty members considered candidates for promotion and are
for promotion are evaluated on the specifically invi ted to write a letter giving
quality of their teaching, scholarship and theirviewson the candidate. Theseletters
U Travel Service • The Village Shops at' Kingsmill •
other contributions to the law school and are included in the candidate's file.
1915 Pocohontas Trail • Williamsburg, VA 23185
By writing a letter either in support of
community. Scholarship and teaching
or
in
opposition
to
a
faculty
member's
'Certain restrictions may apply. Offec expires December 31, 1991.
account for about 40 percent each in the
promotion,
the
student
loses
the
final equation. Because professors only

Let
arrange your call back travel!
Daily deliveries to the law school
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SBA llleets to plan upcollling activities and events
By RONNIE L. UAY
The most recent SBA meeting
included discussion on several social
topics, most notably, Grad Things and
F aD From Grace. Also included were
issues ranging from re gistration to
William and Mary's tercentenary.
An"All Grad Thing" isscheduled for
this Saturday at I...ake Matoaka. The cost
will be $3, and the eventwill feature "On
Edge," a band highly recommended by
SBA President Joe Cartee. The most

recent Grad Thing, handled by PDP, waS
successfu] from a financial standpoint,

but caused some grumbling. Several
complaints of rowdiness and disorderly
conduct were registered by security
personnel and undergraduates present
at the Campus Center.
Fall From Grace is slate d fo r
November 7 at the George Washington
Inn. Tickets wiU be $U per person in
advance or $15 at the door. The event
will include a live band, finger food and

an open bar.
Registration, a constant source of
concern at Marshall-Wythe, will be
addressed by the SBA in an upcoming
referendum. The referendum is in
response to a petition circulated last
Spring calling for retaining the quartile
split of students but requesting random
selectio n of order within each quartile
rather than the current first-come, fi rstserved basis.
In other matters, the SBA wishes to

promote and celebrate the College's
tercentenary. Suggestions from students
of JXlssible ways to recognize the historic
event should be directed to the SBA as
soon as JXlSSible. The annual Student
Survey will be distributed within the next
two weeks, and the SBA urges everyone
to complete and return the form.
In other news, 1L elections for SBA
representatives will be held this Thursday.
The SBA requests all first year students
participate.

FOfll1er Colulllbian
Judge attends M-W
By KIRSfIN MUEILER
received a cal1 from the police
Who has ever heard of a law informing her of the discovery
student with experience as a of "an awful smelling sack" up
judge? It is rare, but Luz Nagle in the hiI1ssunounding the town.
(lL) is indeed a former judge U pon her arrival at the site,
from Colombia. N agle received police officers cut open the sack
her DoctorofLawsand Political to reveal t hree male bodies
Science
degree
from inside, two IS-year olds and o ne
Universidad
Pontificia 17-yearold. Their fingertips had
Bolivariana School of Law in been cut off and theirfaceswere·
1981. She then worked at a rompleteIydisfigured. Noleads
small coTJXlration in Medellin existed at the time. In retrospect,
as an advisor on labor law and after studying human rights
contract negotiations. She also violations in South America,
was also employed as a public Nagle believes those boys were
defender with a well known victims of the death squads run
criminal lawyer before being by members of the Colombian
appointed as a diStrict court army.
N aglecitesfundingproblems
judge in 1983.
as
one of the frustrations of
Colombia
has
an
inquisitorial judicial system, working for the judiciary. The
unlike the adversarial system of offices lacked sufficient
the United States. Judges are equipment, forcing Nagle to
not only mediators and bring in her own typewriter. On
administrators of the law, but some occasions she had to write
also investigators. The judge a decision or sentence by
must inspect the crime scene candlelight because the
and question wil11esses and the electricity had been cut off. Said
parties to gather evidence. As Nagle, "I call the judiciary in
the sole judge in a small town, Colombia the Cinderella of the
Nagle presided over all types of three branches. We were the
legal proceedings including servants of the other branches .
family conflicts, commercial . .. We were given no respect,
disputes, labor cases and protection or funding."
The town in which Nagle
criminal trials. In murder cases
or cases involving large worked was a roffee town which,
quantities of cocaine, Nagle in the mid-198Os, became a drug
performed the preliminary lord's kingdom where peasants
investigations, including cross exchanged their mules and
examinations. She then issued a horses for expensive cars and
special holding which was motorcycles. To combat this,
submitted to a superior judge the government initiated an
investigation to track down the
for decision.
Nagle said her first case was sources of the chemicals used to
especially poignant as it convert the coca leaves into
immediately presented herwith cocaine. These efforts revealed
the arduous and often that chemicals were being stored
unpleasant responsibilities of in and transported through
her new position. A 33-year old locations in Nagle's town.
Relying on one of these tips,
woman was raped and nearly
ki1Iedbythreemen. Naglewent Nagle and police officers broke
to the scene and had to down the doors of a suspect site
document the rondition inwhich to search for drugs and
chemicals. They found nothing.
the men left the victim.
In another instance, Nagle As is often the case, a tip-off

Luz Nagle (lL) finds life in Williamsburg almost as exciting as
lighting with drug king pins in her native Medellin, Columbia.
Although no one has a ttempted to a ssassinate her yet, she's looking
forward to the Law Review write on competition a nd the Bushrod
Moot Court Tournament.

would reach the drug lords
before law enforcement officers
arrived on the scene. However,
when Nagle and police stormed
a coca plant located high up in
the hills, two brothers of a drug
lord's family only narrowly
escaped.
Eventually, Nagle received
notice that she would be shot if
she continued the investigation.
The cartel offered Nagle money
in exchange for her cooperation,
but she flatly refused. While in
her office one day, a man came
through the door, pointed a gun
at her and pulled the trigger.
Fortunately, the gun jammed.
Nagle pulled out the gun that
she carried in order to shoot the
intruder.
Nagle decided to resign
fol1owing the shooting. Her
immediate supervisor, who had
been bought off by the cartel,
would not accept her
resignation. She appealed to
the superior judge, who
permitted her to step down. That

judge was killed in 1987.
N aglewasoffered a teaching
position in Colombia. However,
she opted to moved to California
in 1986 with her American
husband because of further
death threats. She worked for
one year as a labor liaison ,
monitoring labor law and OSHA
compliance.
She then gained a position
as a private investigator to work
undercover in industrial
investigations. Nagle was hired
for an assignment by a chemical
company to investigate cocaine
use by the employees. Not only
did she uncover the dealers
among the staff, but she
discovered that tbecompanywas
supplying precursor chemicals
through Mexico to Colombia for
use in cocaine manufacture.
Before coming to MarshallWythe, Nagle received her
LL.M. with concentration in
administrative and comparative
law and her M .A. in Latin
American Studies from UCLA.

Teresa Brau.le

She has observed substantial
d ifferen ces between lega l
educat ion in the U.S. and
Colombia. The five -yea r
curriculum for the law schools
in Colombia isset by the Ministry
of Education; th ere are no
electives. The curricu lum
e m phasizes ph ilosophy and
theory and includes such courses
as Canon Law, Juridical Logic
and Roman Law. All law school
final examinations are threehour oral " punishments."
One aspect she does not miss
is the class meeting times .
Because many of the professors
worked outside jobs, classes met
from 6-11 a.m. and 6-8 p.m. In
addition, the law program
required
students
to
simultaneously pursue their
doctor of political science
degrees. This required Saturday
classes.
Nagle has a keen interest in
the comparative law field. She
intends to pursue her goal of
teaching.

Crossfire
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ABA lIas a duty to become involved In
legal Issues

By Vic Miller
On August 13,1992, the American Bar Association's
(ABA) House of Delegates adopted a resolution
opposing state and federal restrictions on the right to
abortion. As expected,' this move triggered a wave of
criticism from lawyers who claim that the ABA should
not participate in "political" controversies and from
pro-life advocates who disagreed with the decision.
However, as a future lawyer, the ABA's decision to take
a stand on this issue is exactly the type of action I prefer
the organization to take.
Before, addressing the merits of the ABA's decision,
I must dispense with the "myth" surrounding the ABA's
action. Opponents of the ABA's decision argue that
organization has and should continue to remain above
politics. By endorsing a position on the abortion issue,
the argument goes, it has abandoned its role as an open
forum for lawyers of all political viewpoints to unite in
common goal. The first flaw in this argument is thatthe
ABA has repeatedly taken stances on other "political"
issues. Since 1972, the ABA has taken formal positions
endorsing the Equal Rights Amendment, calling for
the decriminalization of private sexual conduct,
supporting gun control and outlawing the death penalty.
To contend that this decision somehow represents a
departure from a golden age of ABA neutrality is
simply wrong.
However, the ABA's stance on abortion certainly
has forced it into an issue that has not only divided
America's lawyers, but most Americans. Because this
issue is so divisive, the professional organization that

represents the interests of America's lawyers should be
called upon to act. Lost in all the discussion of the
ABA's action is the fact that abortion, among many
other things, is fundamentally a legal issue. Any action
taken by the state or federal government challenges a
fundamental right to privacy as defined by Roe v. Wade.
While I certainly acknowledge that this right has been
eroded by our court system since Roe, the basic question
is still the scope ofthat fundamental right. For the ABA
to refuse to address this issue is to ignore the nationwide
debate on the most pressing legal issue of the day.
Furthernlore, the ABA also takes an active lobbying!
activist role on other legal issues. Just this year, it heard
from Vice-President Dan Qualye about the need to
limit civil damages and reform the court system. The
ABA, and America's lawyers as a whole, engaged in a
worthwhile debate over the merits of this legal issue.
What distinguishes the adoption of a pro-choice position
from the discussion over civil damages is that people
care what the ABA says about abortion. It is a sad view
of lawyering as a profession that allows it to address the
legal issues at the periphery of American society but not
the legal issues that concern millions of Americans.
But even if the ABA should take a position on
abortion, did they take the right one? This is the issue
that should be at the core of any discussion. While
familiar arguments exist for either position, far too
lengthy for repetition in this piece, adopting a position
strongly against continued federal and state erosion of
Roe is most consistent with a lawyer's responsibility.
Abandonment of Roe would not signify the
criminalization of abortion. Instead, it would signal a
return of state by state regulation of this issue. As prior
history has demonstrated, this would do little to restrict

the access of women of means who could travel to other
states or countries to receive the procedure. In fact, the
rejection of Roe would fall most directly on poor women
who without the means to travel would have no access
to an abortion. As lawyers, through our professional
commitment to the dreaded pro bono, we have a
professional obligation to provide legal services to those
of limited means. Towards that end, the advocacy of
the continued protections of Roe guarantees equal
access to the right to abortion for all women.
The strongest voice raised in opposition to the
ABA's action is from tIlose who fear that the ABA will
lose its power to ratefederal court nominees. However,
those fears underestimate the power of lawyers to
speak with a persuasive voice on the capabilities of a
judicial nominee. The ABA's influence in the judicial
process stems not from any nonpartisan stance on its
part but from its unique position as an organization
experienced with the qualities necessary to succeed on
the bench. That perspective, not diminished at all by
the ABA's positions on other "political" issues, will
remain strong regardless of the position it takes on
abortion.
By standing against any continued erosion of the
rights granted in Roe, the ABA has taken a stance on
the most important legal issue of the day. As the
president of the ABA stated when he announced the
result of the vote, the ABA had "become ashamed" by
its refusal to take a position on this issue. And those
feelings were well placed. As lawyers we have
repeatedly taken stances on other legal issues, both
mundane and controversial. It is high time that the
ABA acknowledged that ithad a respon ibilityto reach
an informed decision on abortion.

Partisan politics inappropriate forum for ABA activities
By Heather Sue Ramsey
Those who believe the recent ABA resolution
opposing federal or state restrictions on abortion is a
radical departure from a previously apolitical body are
sorely mistaken. Although the ABA describes itself as
nonpartisan, it has a long and disgraceful history of
issuing resolutions and taking political positions that
degrade respect for the organization and its members.
If both Mr. Miller and I agree that the ABA is not
presently "above politics," the issue in contention is
whether the ABA should be apolitical.
First and foremost, if the ABA describes itself as
non-partisan, itshould be non-partisan. When so much
of American society believes lav.yers will say one thing

FROM RAT, page 2
about the "honor" system. In our experience, it is
founded upon terror, not honor.
First-years should remember that you agreed to
make many enemies in a tiny community, to have false
"rumors" circulate about you, to have your motives
questioned by everyone, including the editors of the
student paper, to have people harangue you minutes
before a final exam, and to feel, in spite of the fact that
you have done nothing wrong, lower than the whale shit
at the bottom of the ocean, because your friends are the
people who you'll most likely be forced to report. What
do you get? You don't get anything except the guilt of
contributing to the facade of gentility covering the
gangrene at the heart of the " ho nor" system.

while doing the opposite, the incongruity between the
ABA's nonpartisan self-description and its public
endorsement of abortion rights, gun control and an end
to capital punishment support the common perception
of our profession as one for double-talking shysters.
If the ABA strives to be a liberal political interest
groupwhosememberscandeducttheirpaymentsunder
the tax guise of "professional dues," then the ABA
should remain the liberal mouthpiece the abortion
resolution indicates it has become. If, however, the
ABA strives to be a professional organization for
attorneys, organized for the benefit of all attorneys
regardless of their political and moral beliefs, then it
cannot espouse and endorse political opinions.
While a plethora of special interest groups already
wallow in the political muck of Washington, there is a
strong need for a nationally recognized and respected

association for attorneys. While other professional
legal organizations exist, none have the legal clout,
widespread membership and public respect that the
ABA has or could achieve. The role of a professional
legal organization is not to endorse one political
viewpoint or another, but to work for the advancement
of the profession as a whole. We have two almost
ineffectual political parties organized to support political
viewpoints, we need a bar association to support the
legal profession. The public perceives lawyers and
politicians as equally dishonest and sleazy; lawyers
need a nonpartisan, apolitical organization to improve
our image and leave posturing to the political parties.
Additionally, the role of the ABA in the judicial

See APOLITICAL, page 18

Furthermore, while you're down feeling the warmth of spring, this individual promised us an even more
the shit, someone will have the gall to accuse you of condemning editorial. It was not difficuI tto see through
orchestrating all of this to serve your own self-interest. the thin veil covering your attempt to condemn us.
When facing this decision you will be confused by a Under the guise of terming these accusations " rumors"
vague morass of regulations. In our case, we repeatedly you gave a stamp of authority and authenticity to a
stated, at every step of the process, that we had no wish falsehood while insulatingyourseJves from responsibility
to see the accused expelled or otherwise punished. for the statement.
After the charges had reached an advanced stage we
That was an act of pure cowardice.
discovered that they could be dismissed at our request,
It was also damaging. This is a small community.
and we dropped them. If we had known that from the Many people are aware of this incident. To tIlose who
very beginning, we never would have brought tile case. know about this case what you wrote amounted to a
TheAmicus should address tile issue of how the system personal accusation agajnst us. Were you starting a
can be improved instead of imputing ignoble and wholly rumor or reporting one? Your accusations were so
unrealistic motives to fellow students.
outrageous, and your abuse of power so egregious, that
Furthermore, your e.ditorial was a cheap shot. At we were forced to respond.
least one of your editors knows of the incident. Last
--Paul Patrick Rooney and John C. Einstman, 2Ls
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Eliminate the disparity In educational funding
By Malaika Carter
Have you ever wanted to be
King for a day? Or being PC in
these times, Madame President
or maybe just omnipotent? If
you could have unlimited power,
resources, and television
channels at your fingertips, what
wouJd you do? Have you ever
put any thought into your plan
of action, or would you merely
go off half-cocked like Ross
Perot or that guyin the Keystone
commercial who, after winning
a million gazillion dollars tells
his boss off and drinks plenty of
' really good" beer.
I myself, during moments of
reverie in class (sorry Professors)
have come up with a plan of
action. While it may not end the
woes of mankind nor enl ighten
the world, this is my humble
offering.
The issue I direct my energy
toward is the restructuring of
the basis for funding of primary
and secondary education. I wi1J
not be proposing any magic
bullets nor panaceas for the
problems. There are none of

these. Nor are there simple, obvious, property values and thirds have adequate training school system? The Washington
fun, and easy answers, the kind therefore tax revenues are vastly and weapons but the other one- Post reported earlier this year
we Americans like so well. I'm different in suburban, rural, and third was without either? Can that school districts in Gary,
only advocating thatwe as future urban areas. However this is our work force compete with Indiana which use to send their
p al icy
makers , defense not simply a statewide urban Asian and European work forces out-dated books and equipment
attorneys, criminal prosecutors, verses rural, or suburban verses if one-third our students cannot to African nations, are now
and influential citizens will have inner-city problem. It is a read beyond a functional level sending them to a place of
a stake in the improvement of problem of national proportion. nor develop skills for critical greater need, rural Mississippi.
our educational system.
It is not enough for states to thinking? I think not.
If some ask why should one
Education. Yes, we all know balance discrepancies within
What then is a possible quarter of schools receive the
that President Bush, the their borders. The whole of the solution to our growing proceeds from taxes we all have
brightest point of light and our education system in the United educational woes? A possible to pay, theanswerisverysimple.
educational president has States must be taken into solution would be federal-state Should a child's advantages or
focused national attention and account because the future U.S. revenue sharing based on a disadvantages be determined by
unlimited
resources on work force and voting national tax. This revenue the property value of the
educational reform as the population will be drawn from sharing would be a gasoline tax, neighborhood in which they live,
keystone for US leadership of the nation as a whole. It is not earmarked specifically for or determined by individual
the New World Order -- Not. I enough that schools west of the education. Property taxes will character and natural abilities?
think we can all agree that the Appalachians be on par with remain the bare minimum of
I'm not suggesting we feed
U.S. educational system needs suburban schools in Virginia. funding. The nationwide gas the bureaucratic monster nor
revamping. Where does one There must be a conscious effort consumption tax would be a create another agency (Tok.-yo
start? Anywhere, there are so across the nation to ensure that supplement initially directed to had Godzilla, we have an
many problems at all levels. I schools in East Los Angeles, areas in the bottom quarter of incredible
expanding
propose a simple plan that will Baltimore, and in the Ozarks all ranking in per capita spending government). I'm simply
be the basis for change that will provide the same quality.
on students, with the purpose of suggesting that a national
The legal inequality between establishing a national standard consumption tax is a way of
enable others to attack problems
at a more intimate level. To me schools districts retards of educational quality. The gas enhancing the funding of
the root of our education academic growth because it tax, while controversial and impoverished areas, so as to raise
problem is the disparity of constrains the abilities of regressive, would be relatively academic standards. If we do
resources between certain areas, districts to provide adequate painless in comparison to forced not pay now we will surely pay
and the resulting disparity in the curriculum, facilities, and income redistribution, the other later tJrrou~ incarceration and
Welfare. Our country's future
equipment to a large portion of alternative.
quality of education.
Do you doubt there are great economically, politicaHy, and
Schools are funded primarily our society. Could our soldiers
by local property taxes. As is effectively fight a battIe if two- disparities within the American socially depends on it.

It's a MAD World

Watching war on the tube:
with a small cocaine habit, who sells to
By MARK DONALD
There is a television program I watch his friends to support his habit and
with great regularity called COPS. The occasionally smokes up the food money,
premise of this show is simple: A or the same family seeing the front door
cameraman with an extremely portable broken down by the "varsity team" in
camera spends time with actual police black with badges and guns, clubbing
officers doing their actual police dad, taking him away to jail forever and
activities. All the boring paperwork and leaving mom and the kids on welfare? A
courtroom stuff ends up on the cutting hard question, but one that is asked when
room floor. What remains is a series of one actually gets to see dad bleeding on
high action events, replete with bullets, the floor, mom stunned, and junior in
tears being consoled by his "saviors."
blood, dogs, drugs and misery.
Over time, COPS really shows larger
There is a good chance that 90% of
those who watch the show do so for the and more unsettling themes, namely the
same reason r go to hockey games, that disappearance of respect for the rule of
is, for the wanton violence. The main law from the psyche of the country and
difference being, of course that the the decay of American law enforcement
hockey players go voluntarily unto the into a passion play of violence. In an
arena. For the supporting cast in COPS endless chicken-and-the-egg scenario,
(victims and suspects) the stage set is a profits from drug sales increase, drug
compulsory and .real one: A home, a dealers become more violent in pursuit
of profits, the police in response become
motel room, the city streets.
Others, like myself, view COPS more violent and everybody continues to
differently, as a window on the intense respond in kind. Isn't that what a war is
and as a source of information. In my about? Make no mistake, wars are waged
fantasyworld legisla tors must watch daily. by and against people, not substances.
Somebody once said "all is fair in love
Because COPS is taped in big cities,
and
war. " In the inner city war zones,
much of the activity shown centers around
our "War on Drugs," and reveals many those same people have declared open
of its costs. Which is truly more season on all forms of human life
devastating to family values: a father including police officers, the enemy

COPS versus Robbers

soldiers of the war. There is historically
a blurry line, beyond which the future of
a society becomes hazy, and leaders talk
of the destruction of the "Social Order."
A significant indicator that a society is
approaching that line is reached where
relations with the civil authorities
degenerate into outright combat. Such a
situation demands that authoritiesrecruit
combatants all too willing to fight and
kill. Notso long ago policeforces actually
recruited psychology majors.
The best evidence of decline was the
series of programs fi lmed in London,
where police work is a civil and rewarding
affair. In these episodes we see action
like this: After a stern order, two car
thieves walk from the stolen car to the
back seat of the police car, get in and
wait, while the officer addresses the
camera. Police on the street actually
negotiate disputes before handcuffing
anybody. The approach to police work is
so different that meaningfully relating
the two countries seems impossible.
Like anywar, the generals give orders,
the foot soldiers obey, conflicts escalate,
and so on. This time, the cycle of violence
operates on our soil, through the agencies
and institutions we have entrusted with
the use of force for our own safety. To

allow the "Generals" in Washington and
the state Capitols to tum that force toward
self-destructive wars in order to solve
social problems seems ludicrous.
Watching COPS shows the physical and
psychic destruction at work.
As an endnote, if it is truly necessary
to have such "wars" at home, I have a
suggestions for some folks I would like to
see on COPS in the future:
How about a War on Corporate
Polluters? Show those "bad boys" in
black making that dawn raid on thefamily
of the CEO! The chases would be longer
because there would be more rooms in
the houses to run through. Imagine the
red faced violator in his underwear,
frantically trying to flush the evidence
down the toilet, only to be tackled and
shackled in front of his family, cringing
and crying. Imagine the fun when the
pollution dealers spend big bucks to
retalia teo Picture the cops saying in stem
voices, "Don't you know what that stuff
does to BABIES!?" Just think of the
delight of the viewing audience getting
to watch the detectives badgering these
suspects, threatening to puttheirchildren
in foster homes, rather than some poor
strung out bastard dealing small time
dope to make ends meet.
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Interview-Speak decoded: Why are you wasting my time?
by RICHARD A. HRICIK
I phoned Hewlett Packard the other
day and found out that they are coming
out with a new translator series. In
addition to Spanish, French, etc., HPwill
now offer a package on legal interviewese.
This is a fornl of the dialect taught to us
in class knov.n as bullshitese. Anyway,
here are some sample conversations with
their translations.
Interviewer: Welcome! I have been
looking forward to meeting you. I
understand we have a mutual friend in
Mr. Cheatum, a partner in our firm.
Translation ("Trans" for you Law Review
types): Nonna/lyyourresumewould be in

Ans: I wanted to go to a school with
the emphasis on personal attention.
Trans: Am I going to hm 'e to pay for taking

is not relying enough on alternative
energy sources, Trans: Yes, I can spend
countless hours doing mindless work. It S-

my SA Ts while I was hungol'erfor the rest
of my life? Listen pal, I tried. Those
admissionspeople I~ 'ouldn 't take my bribes.
Int: I see you don't have much in the
way of extracurriculars on your resume,
why is that? Trans: Jt'hat the hell are you
doing with your time, just dn'nking beer
and watching telel'ision ?
Ans: I want to devote myself
completely to studying the law without
any distractions. Trans: BUUURP! Pass
me the remote control
Int: What Japanese Hail,al best
the recycling bin but I can llse in ten 'iewing describes you? Trans: How Ivell do you
YOIl as a way to get a famr back from respond to my inane questions as there will
Cheanun
be many ofthem ifyou are my associate?
Ans: The lone tree/ The wind it blows
Answer: I've known Mr. Cheatum for
quite a while. Trans: I wouldn i know strongll stand unmoved. Trans: I can
Cheatltm if he bit me on my ass. My dad handle any inane question you can askfor
got me the in ten ·iew. It was a gambling $60,OOOa year.
debL
Int: What got you interested in our
Int: I see you went to Small College firnl's area of expertise; solar power
tell me about your experiences there. federal energy regulation? Trans: Are
Trans: Gosh YOllr boards must hm'e been youcompletelydel'oidofanypersOIUllityso
pathetic! Don't yourparents kn OlV anyone that you» 'ill find this work stimulnting?
Ans:lanlconcernedthatourcountry
on the !I y league admissions committees?

a requirement ofthe Legal SJd.lls Program
Int: Where do you see yourself in ten
years? Trans: MALES -Areyou willing to
work like a dog and kiss ass to rnake
partner? FEMALES - Do you plan on
hal'ingchildren?
Ans: I can't project that far but I am
always willing to tay where I am happy.
Trans: MALES - Woof-Woof! Smooch!
FEMALES - I don 't need kids; I can have
apuppy,
Int: Excellent I admire that. Trans:
MALES -I \ 'e always likedpeople with no
self-respect FEMALES -As you read in
our brochure the finn will gladly pay for
your sterili=ation at no cost to you!
Int: Ourfirnl deals indebt collections,
Specifically, we represent large, faceless
conglomerates that repossess goods from
elderly, fixed-income recipients around
the holidays. You don't have any ethical
problemswith that do you? Trans: You're
nOlOne ofthose creepy, tree-huggin Jesuswalkerwearin: tie-dyeshiT1 own in ; granola
cnmchin '/iberals are you ?
Ans: My job as a lawyer is to deal in

Ask Anita
Libido
Dear Anita,
Arc you available?
--Lonesome
Dear Profe&<;()r Devhardt,
Your attempts at anonymity
no longer serve you well. Now I
know what that turgid thing was
aJJ abo ut.
Your inquiry,
however ,
is
noticeably
misplaced. Perhaps I need to fill
you in on the dating rituals, or
lack thereof, at Marshall-Wythe.
The law school students can
generally be categorized as one
of three types when it comes to
dating. The first type is the
eas iest to recogniz e a nd
describe. It is called, for lack of
a better word, the Males. The
Malescan be identified, beyond
the obviousness of their gender,
by a glazed and desperate look
in their eyes.
The toils of hw school have
debased their ego, and they carry
themselves with a lost sense not
unlike the men often left to
wander aimlessly in shopping
malls. This dating species is
inclined to often perch in packs
like vultures, ready to feed on
the unwary. As a female
approaches, their look turns to
one of anticipation and anxiety.
Since this group often has
little luck in the law chool
community, for reasons
explained below, they often
content themselves to roam the
undergraduate campus or local
high schools.

legal rights and wrongs, not morality,
Trans: I'd make Ronald Reagan /ook

like Michael Kinsley if it means a job.
Int: I've noticed you left your class
rank off your resume. Do you feel that
it's not an adequate measure of your
ability? Trans: Lookshithead, read the
MaT1indale-Hubbellresume. Ifit s- not lOp
25%, yourhistol)'.
Ans: Precisely so grades are not
determinative of my ability. Trans: Look,
Ifigured ifI put ilOn there I wou./d neverget
a chance to da:de you with m) sparkling
per.mnality.
Int: Unfortunately our firm is fairly
grade conscious. Trans: Get fitted for
your paper hat and practice saying "Do
you want In'es with that?"
Int: I will refer you to our hiring
committee and will let you know where
you stand in a coupleof days. We haven't
finished interviewing at all the schools as
ofyet. Trans: Iasoonerhire WoodyAllen
as my babysitter than gil'e you a job.
Ans: I'll look forward to hearing from
you , Trans: Yeah, nllookforwardtoyour
insincere rejection with aU the enthusiasm
ofgetting a callJrom afonner 100'ertelling
me about the results oftheir blood tesL

Regner

Free Body Diagram
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The remammg females at
Marshall- Wythe can be
sepa rated into two distinct
gro ups, Unfortunately, the
differences between the two are
notoftenreadilydefinable. One
group is called the Linuses.
Although they look available for
the dating scene, they clutch to
their security blanket bOyfriends
for dear life. Becau e these
boyfriends always live III
Northern Virginia. the Linuse
feel free to flirt and dangle the
meat
of
their
favors
unabashedly, Beware this
species,
The final group is the hardest
to figure out. In every ense
they look nornlal, available and
read' to date. They may even
let on as such , Because they
have no blanket to wave the
males are often beguiled by their
ways. Yetthisgroupisuniquein
that every member is asexual.
They prefer to achieve their

Go"- JuS,

CARRIED

A

AWAY'

sexuality by budding, flaking or
dividing.
H opefuJly this discussion has
been enlightening and you will
know better than to ask anyone
about their availability again.
You cannot win, You either get
smothered in the blanket
confused in the division (was it
good for me?) or worse yet, find
someone as desperate a you.
Dear Ms. Libido,
I am often mesmerized by
the auspicious display of
vending machines in the Elvis
lounge. While the capitalistic
market society we live in
produces many choices, I am
often overnhelmed by the choice
of\\hat to purchase from these
machines.
Would you please help me
choose among this cornucopia
of edible delights while
satisfying my dietary needs and
desires?--Starvin' Marvin

Dear Unfed Ted,
As I have sampled
extensive ly from all the
machines, I believe I can help
you. Amid the M&M's and
Fanta orange drinks, is an oft
neglected ource of culinary
delight. You have to break free
from your norm
and
preconceptions to look beyond
the ice cream sandwiches and
dill pickle chips. Ignore the call
of the Marriot food bar. The
be t buy for your mone' to
atiate that appetite is the
sandwich machine on the far
left end.
This machine its alone
unparalleled in its service. ow
I am not talking about the milk
and juice on the bottom shelves- forget that nutritiou tuff.
What you want to look for i
the bologna & cheese sandwich.
Don't be persuaded by pesk.)'
expiration dates. The bologna
& cheese is designed for the

micro-wave. Even though these
sandwiches date back to
sometime last November, the
micro-wave can add years to
their freshness.
In fact a recent consumer
report stated that heating one of
these very sandwiches gives th
bologna & cheese a half-life of
29 month.
So get some mayo mu tard
and cat up and pile it on big.
Throw that bad boy on a paper
wipe and nuke it for about ~O
seconds. You have achieved the
Zen of lunchtime cuisine.
On those rare occa ions
when available I highly
recommend jumping on the
highly lauded rib-e-que
sandwich. Thi puppy add new
meaning to the term "chomp' .
If still in doubt on what to
eat, do not be afraid to ask the
snack dude when he visits the
lounge. It is his job to help you
with these difficult decisions.
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In search of the perfect cover letter: lying and crying
By MARK CAPRON
firm. In short, the first lesson is to lie and
There i a journey awaiting every law cry. Play tho e old heart strings and
student that is fraught with p rilou
tretch those job descriptions and extradanger and mi placed adventure--the curricular activitie to full effectivene s.
Surprisingly, this effect can be
almost religiou trek to the Mecca of
summeremployrnent. Inthi pilgrimage, achieved while balancing the all
there i little time fur indecision, for the important need for economy. Time is
law of Darwin rules and only the strong 'hort and resources are scarce so one
urvive. To reach the Shangri La of the needs to devote the mo t efficient
coveted call-back and, dare I say, the delegation of effort to this endeavor.
holy grail of a summer position, one must There are law review articles to be
fight through the labyrinth of advice and neglected, trials to be lost, moot court
rules dominating procedural etiquette.
arguments to be flushed, memos to be
As it is with everything, the gods of plagiarized. In other words, you have
Olympia toy with the feeble attempts of better things to do. What I offer is the
the law student, offering inane rule and quintessential form letter. Feel free to
uggestion to aid! nare the unwary in use thi example. It promises maximum
their plight. In that spirit, I offer what is sucess with minimal effort.
Anita Job
the final authority on a necessary part of
119 Hireme Lane
the job search. I give to you (trumpet
sounding) the perfect cover letter.
Billyburg, Virginia 23185
Forget everything that has been said [Finn name here is llnimportantand, qllite
about the do' and don ts of a cover frankly, a waste ofgood ink]
letter. I realize the essential needs ofthe
tudent in preparing thi battle garb in Dear
[Please fill in name here],
the job wars. First, one must balance the
Hi. How are you? [YOII have just
need for ub tance with the desire to achiel'edapersonalconnectionofwannth
personally relate to the contact of the and friendliness] I am fin e, but in

desperate need of ajob. [5ympathydoes
I am totally interested in working with
not hUrl] Although I know little about a small/mid-size/large !pick one Jfirm. It
(finn name here j, orifit is associated with would be dreamy. Furthermore, I am
law in any shape, form or fa hion, I just very interested in working in the Wes
know you can help me.
M id -West / Southwest / Sou theast/
Before I entered law school I wa a Northeast !please circle one], as I retain
disgruntled postal employee whose strong ties to that area. In fact, my
seasonal use of Demerol often gave way second cousin thrice-removed lives in
to nocturnal maniacal tendencies of a [fill in city whereyoll are located]. [Time to
fecal nature, SO I shook my proverbial grovel] I am willing to do anything to
femoral and cutthe umbilical ties to that benefit your firm in exchange for a highhypercritical professional world and paying job. I am not above grunt work,
entered the dismal eternal anal world of windows, graft or perjury.
Confident that you win want me to
WiHiamandMary.l'mmuchbetternow.
Even though my grades are laughable, work for your firm, I eagerly await your
my extensive work in extra-curricular invitation. I am available for an interview
activities contributed to keeping my and will gladly accept a plane ticket to
schola tics below C-leveL I was either come visit you. Thanks a bunch for your
president, vice-president or sergeant-at- time and consideration.
If you want to hire me, please check
arms for every organization on campus
[like they'll check]. This ha added to my yes.
Yes
No
Love ya Lots,
abilitie and makesme a viable candidate
Anita
for
[finn name again, please].
I am sure thi example will aid all of
My abilities can best be phrased in a
metaphor--if I were a box of cereal, I you in this great, all important, life-orwould come with marshmallows, a spy death struggle to be a person ofworth-came ra a nd my mi lk woul d turn to get a job. Be sure to get Kinkos to put
tiny hearts over all the "i's".
chocolate.

Collect them all! This week: Hanging Judges of Bushrod!

More clip 'n' save Marshall-Wythe trading cards

Vic Miller

Rich Hricik

Kevin Kroner

Bill Wilder
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==News o/the Wierd
By BILL MADIGAN
BARING YOUR SOUL Jesse
Loden, an inmate at the Dixon
Correctional Center in Dixon,
llIinois, is suing in federal court
for what he says is his First
Amendmentfreedomtoworship
in the nude. He claims that the
prison chaplain refused to let
him use the prison chapel for
daily religious services 'in his
birthday suit. The chaplain did
agree to see ifhecould convince
prisonofficialstoletLodenplace
blinds over the windows in his
cell for private services. Also,
he alleges that prison officials
stifled his religious freedom by
preventing him from receiving
books about voodoo and from
visiting his guru. He claims he
was mislabeled as a Satanist
when in fact he is a member of
the Technicians of the Sacred, a
non-violent religion formed in
1983. Loden, serving 30 years
for attempted murder among
other crimes, isseekingdamages
in the amount of $1.5 million
(Associated Press).

mE PICK OF mE LITfER
Seattle's six-page bulletin "Curb
Waste Times" pushes recycling,
composting and the like, while
decrying the evils of litter and
i!)nk mail. Unfortunatelv~
because of a mailing list error,
thousands of homes received two
copies (Washington Post).
GOODTHINGTHEYDlDN'T
MENTION HER LEGAL
SKILLS GRADE A student at
the University of California at
Berkeley was shot and killed by
police when she was found in
the campus mansion of the
chancellor of the university. 19year-old Rosebud Abigail
Denovo apparently entered the
mansion through a window
dunng the early morning hours.
A silent alarm alerted the police.
Officers found Denovo in a

second-floor bathroom with a
machete and an unsheathed
hunting knife. She was shot
when she "made some
threatening movements." No
reason for the girl's action was
reported. The chancellor,
Chang-Lin Tien, and his wife
escaped injury by locking
themselves in their bedroom
(Richmond Times-Dispatch).

AUSTRALIA'S FUNNIEST
HOME VIDEO Australian
Police Commissioner Noel
Newnhan booked himself for
jaywalking after being shown on
a television news show breaking
the rules of crossing a road.
Newnharnn ticketed himself on
the advice of a senior officer
after the video was broadcast.
He was fined 5 Australian
dollars, which is about $3.70 in
American money (wireseIVice).
POUTING POM-POMS An
Arkansas teenager and her
parents are seeking $4.2 million
in a lawsuit stemming from her
removal as a captain of a high
school cheerleading squad.
Leigh Ann Fisher and her
parents named Vilonia High
School officials, the squad
sponsor and two other
cheerleaders and their parents
as defendants. The girl is
claiming that she is entitled to
damages for emotional distress
and to immediate reinstatement
as "cheer captain " (Daily Press).
BLACK BLOB BLOCKS
BLACKTOP (GOO GAGS
GOVERNMENT) La Mancha
Negra, as it is caJJed, is a black
goo that mysteriously covers the
highways in Venezuela. This
thick black sludge of unknown
origin has the consistency of
chewing gum. Cars have been
skidding all over the roads of
Venezuela due to the ooze. No
one seems to know what it is,
where it came from or how to

r----;'-----l
Don't let that slow,
Southern drawl fool you; Bill
is really slow. Slow but
ornery. Bill had all of his
sensitivity along with most of
his frontal lobe removed at a
very young age. One
Bushrod competitor was
heard to say, "For someone
who looks so much like Orville
Redden bacher, he sure is
I mean."

I
.
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get rid of it.
The government has spent
millions of dollars trying to
unlock the secret of the goo. A
national commission has been
formed to study the blob. The
government has even called in
experts from the United States,
Canada and Europe. Some
postulate that the goo may result
from oil dripping from cars or
oozing from the cheaply made
asphalt, but no one has come up
with a cause or a solution. The
blob is somehow reproducing,

as well as appearing and
disappearing on highways
throughout the country.
The ooze is also a killer. Over
1,800 motorist have died in blobrelated accidents in the past five
years over a single 8-mile stretch
of road. According to Arturo
Carvajal, an engineer working
on the blob removal, "we don't
know what it is. We clean it
away and it comes back the next
day" (Chicago Tribune).
LIQUOR
LICENSEES
LIABLE FOR LIBIDO The

Atlanta City Council's Public
Safety Committee unanimously
approved a measure intended
to stem the spread of AIDS. If
enacted, the legislation will
require
liquor
stores,
restaurants, caterers and even
the city's orchestra to sell
condoms.
The proposed
ordinance compels all businesses
licensed to serve liquor to sell
condoms as well, giving a whole
new meaning to consumer
protection (Richmond TimesDispatch) ..•

Good Music
Great Prices
ThE~

Band Box has the lowest prices on
Compact Discs and Tapes in the area.
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As Bushrod'sown Napolean, I
Kevin suffers from chronic I
Bad Hair Syndrome fresh I
from his latest bowl-cut I
special. Distraught over the I
nickname " Fat Boy," he is I
eager to vent his frustration I
on unsuspecting 2Ls. Kevin I
was heard to say, "If I hear I
onemorecompetitorask'Did:
you lose a bet?' I'm going to I
.jump across the bench and I
• ~rottle him."
I

given up puppy torture years
: ago, before Bushrod started
I he was seen casing the
I selection in local animal
I shelters.

••
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I .outside the courtroom, I
I Rich ns all smiles and charm.
I But put a black robe on him
I and ,give him a little bit of
I power, and his true
I sadomasochistic personality
I comes shining through.
: Although he claims to have

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 01

229-8974

r----v:-----i
2Ls were deceived by
stories of Vic sitting around
with his hippiefriends reading
poetry, singing Joan Baez
songs and trading Abby
Hoffman posters. The truth
of the matteristhatVic's legal
role models are G. Gordon
Liddy and Roy Cohn. Vic is
rumored to have developed
his inquisitorial technique by
studying all available tapes
of the McCarthy hearings.
.. - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 01
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Auspicious beginnings: an apartll1ent that grows on you
By KEVIN KRONER

So you think you had a bad week?
Does Bushrod have you all depressed?
Job search got you down? Let me just say
that no one in this school had a bad week
to compare to my first week back in the
Burg. Most bad fortune pales in
comparison to cancelled ca h cards,
disconnected
phone
service,
malfunctioning locks, and enough mold
to start a penicillin factory.
I arrived in Williamsburg a week early
SO I could sell advertising for my beloved
newspaper. I gave myself one week to
sell $2,500 of ad spa" . I also had a new
apartm nt to move into. Back in May I
moved all of my stuff into a basement
apartment on Griffin avenue. Since I
hadn't bothered to unpack any of it in
May I had lot of work ahead of me
unpacking virtually everything I owned.
I crui ed into town around midnight
on a Saturday, after a 12 hour drive from
up tateN ew York, a journeywhich always
leaves mevibrantand refreshed. Imagine
my joy in discovering that I was locked
out of my apartment. It seems McCardle
Realty sent some maintenance guy over
to do some work during the summer.
After completing his labor, this man

locked the one door lock I didn't have a
key to. I had a key to the deadbolt, but
not the bottom lock.
Looking on the bright side, this
unfortunate circumstance allowed me to
become acquainted with the people
subletting the upstairs apartment. A
pleasant young man named John assured
me he could break into my apartment
with his ex-pired credit card--he couldn't.
The two of us then examined all of
the windows in hopes of finding one
unlocked. The good news was that all of
them were unlocked; the bad news was
they were all painted shut and the wood
frames were rotting. Luckily, we were
able to pry open one of bathroom
windows. As I fell to the bathroom floor,
hitting my head on the toilet bowl and
dragging a great deal of leaves and dirt
into my sink, an overwhelming sense of
relief came over me. At least I could
spend the night in peace in my cluttered
apartment.
Struggling to my feet and groping for
a light switch, my eyes adjusted to the
darkness of my basement" grotto. The
first thing I noticed was that virtually all
of my belongings seemed to be covered
with a thin coating of dust, as if someone
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LSC v. SBA, page 2
calls to Governor W ilder'soffice
in opposition to the parental
consent bill and we distributed
lists of pro-choice candidates at
election time. But LSC also
sponsored speaking forums on
abortion issues, on RU486 and
the ramifications to women's
health care by not openly
pursuing research on and
legalization of this drug and on
the matter · of individuals
reconciling religious views with
choice views.
Mypointin "laundry listing"
last year's LSC calendar is to
emphasize that a group focused
on a decidedly pOiitical issue
can be engaged in non-political
activities, and could actually
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choose to engage in solely nonpolitical activities.
I am
uncomfortable with Joe's
categorization of LSC because
it seemed not to be based on
whether LSC is politically active
but instead by the political
significance of abortion.
A better way to categorize
groups may be to first determine
generally what portion of
activities must be non-political
to be eligible for funding and
then question suspect groups
about the composition of their
respective activities. We are
after all in an environmen twhere
we should feel most free, and
almost compelled, to encourage
discussion and debate on
matters that are the most
difficult and controversial.
-Linda Jackson

had used .an electric sander for days. I cash card on Sunday morning. I had
finally found a lightbulb that was not plenty of money in my account, but my
burned out and light filled my cellar card had expired. The only problem was
palace.
that Nations Bank: sent my new card to
It wasn t dust covering everything--it an address I hadn't lived at in eighteen
was mold.
months. I managed to accumulate four
Hopefully, it was limited to a small parking tickets in two days, bringing my
area. I opened the closet to see every grand total of unpaid Williamsburg
jacket and coat covered with mold. Boxes parking tickets to seven. I have no
of clothing left on my bed took on a comment regarding tickets from other
lovely green hue. All my linens and jurisdictions.
The powers that be must have felt
towels had grown a soft, furry surface.
My black chaise lounge was now a dusty that I was strong enough to deal with all
gray. Even my two footlockers were of this because they weren't through
covered with antibiotics to take care of piling it on yet. As all of you know, no
all of Fort Eustis. The air was so damp nightmare iscompletewithoutsomekind
and thick with mold spore, it reminded of financial fiasco . This particular bad
me taking a deep breath in a hot sauna. dream centered around oneof my favorite
Clearly, I could not sleep here tonight. local monopolies, C&P Telephone. It
Fortunately, I knew someone in the seems the person I entrusted to check my
neighborhood with a spare bed, so I mail and forward my bills neglected to
slipped intoa pleasantsiumber, dreaming take note of all the past due notices from
of a fresh start in the morning and hoping Chesapeake and Potomac. I sat down to
no one would steal my computer from read the latest of these friendly reminders
which informed methat my service would
my car.
The next day, I lent out to arm myself be cut off if they did not receive payment
for battle. Two large bottles of ammonia, by August 11. Since I read this on August
a shop vac, sponges, and plenty of rubber 18, it did much to explain the eerie silence
gloves filled out my arsenal. With the when I picked up the phone.
Among the other items of mail my
generous help of a friend, I began to
clean. One room at a time was emptied, trustworthy friend neglected to forward
the walls and ceilings scrubbed with was a notice of my trial date for appealing
ammonia, vacuumed the floors over and a speeding ticket in Massachusetts. In
over, and moved furniture back in after case anyone is interested, the great
scrubbing each piece with ammonia.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts adds
Did r mention that r have a rather $50 onto your existing fine for a default
severe anergy to mold? I can confidently judgment, and there is no opportunity to
say that it is extremely difficult to vacuum appeal.
My week of horror ended on Friday,
and wash walls when one is sneezing and
coughing up enough mucus to fill the when I arrived home late in the evening
after selling ads all day. Imagine my
J ames River.
Cleaning my cavern so thoroughly pleasant deja vu experience upon
also revealed another lovely amenity of discovering that I was locked out of my
the apartment. It seems every spider in apartment again. My upstairs neighbor,
the City of Willi am sburg had at least one Carl F ail mezger, had just come back into
web in my apartment.
Being town and overheard the stream of
environmentally sensitive, I was pleased obscenities directed at my door. " Chill
to find out I lived in such an important out Kev, I have a key." It turns out, the
arachnoid feeding ground.
key I was missing had been lying on the
rwouldn't want any of you readers to kitchen stove in the upstairs apartment
think my only difficulties were found in all summer.
Now, if I could just get the sink
my dungeon of an apartment. The
automatic teller at Nations Bank ate my unclogged . . .

Escapefor• European Style Coffees •
• Authentic Espresso Drinks •
• Homemade Baked Goods •
Williamsburg Crossing
5251 John Tyler Highway

(804) 229-9791
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Yugoslavian Affairs Expert to Speak

GeorgeD.Kenney,formerDeputyOfficer-in-OtargeforYugosIavAfIairsintbe
William and Mary will host a public policy conference entitled "EC 1992 and
Beyond: A Challenge to the Postwar World Order" Sept 25-Tl. The conference U.s. Stare Department, will speak at the William and Mary campus about the U.5.
is sponsored by the College's Thomas Jefferson Program in Public Policy and will handling of the Balkans situation. Kenneywill speak Sept 19 in Rogcrs 100 at 7:30
focus on the global trend towanl cooperative multiiateraIism as illustrated by the pm.
Kenney resigned from the State Department in August because of his
single-market economy of the European Community.
Over a tbree-day period, conference participants will present papers and discu§ ~tisfa:etion with the United States' handlingofthe lbinianaisis. In asubsequent
such topics as "The Evolving World Order: Bretton Woods to EC 1992," "European Washinglron Post article, Kenneydescribed the govemment'sapproach to Yuga;Iavia
Union as a Challenge to World Order" and "Macroeconomic Management and as classic: appeasement
The program is sponsored by the Reves Center for International Studies. The
International MonetaIy Relations: PolicyCoordinationAfter EC 1992" Participants
include profeS'iOrs from various universities as well as members of the international talk is free and open to the public.
business community from such organizations as the World Bank, the International
MonetaIy Fund and the Central Bank of Israel.
rAnson-Hoffman Inn of Court chosen
The Right Honorable Lord Jenkins of Hillhead, chancellor of the University of
This year's selections have been made for the rAnson-Hoffman Inn of Court of
Oxford, will deliver the keynote address Friday, Sept 25 in PBK Hall.
the American Inns of Court.. Students selected for the Inn of Court are eligt"ble to
attend monthly meetings at the Vrrginia Dub in downtown Norfolk with area
Admin Law selections made
practitioners.
Congrats to the following second-years who were selected for the staff of
The fiollowing third-year students were selected: Sheri Mearns, ~ Abraham,
Administrative Law Review: Susan Comparato, Diana Danzberger, Anne lindgren, Julia Rhodes, AshIea Ebeling, David Dalke, Sonya Spielberg. Stephanie Coleman,
Rob Uoyd, Anna Mastracoo, Usa McGuinn, Jeffrey McMahan, Steven Meade, Julius Rothstein, Scott Browning, John A W. Lohmann, KennethM. GoIsti, EricM.
Hurt
Kathleen Philpott, Paul Rooney, Marcia Stuart, Katluyn Wilson.
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spirits & sports
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Come Enjoy Great Food and A Great Time At OlCallaghan's
Listen to Live Entertainment, Shoot a Game of Darts,
And Watch Your Favorite Sports ()n Our 10 Foot TV Screen
20% Discount (excluding~ alcohol) with ID

Live Entertainment
Every Thursday
Liv e Jazz wiUt ~atural I3lend
Friday, Septe mber 11 - Acoustic
The l3aran()nnals
Saturday, September 12 - Rock!R&B
ti()t J)()taro
Wed, September 16 - Female Acoustic Duo
TI\ Le!!~
Friday, September 18 - Rock!R&B
l!rttthnl Jets
Saturday, Septemberember 19 - Rock
CVI. MUHartl

Wide Screen Football
Monday, September 7
Washin!!(()n vs. [)aIlCH
Sunday, September 13
Vhiladelphia vs. [)alias
Ivlonday, September 14
M iami vs. Cleveland
Sunday, September 20
I ndianap{)lis vs. l3uffal()
Nlonday, September 21
~ f7iants v . Chica!!()

Located at 4854 Longhill Rd, at the corner of Longhill and Oide Town Rds.
In the Oide Town Square Shopping Center 229-6910 or 229-6821

Open everyday from 11am 'til 2am

Arts & Entertainment
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Glutton for punishment

Ride the Highway to Hell with Hawk the Slayer and a beer
By ALAN DUCKWORTH
Well, folks, I have gcxxl ne-w'S, bad
n ws and worse news. The bad news is
obvious: I'm still here and, at lea t for
another i ue, you're stuck with me.
What's the good news? That's easy, this
page might actually provide you with
something interesting to read.
If anyone i still with me, I have two
more movie reviews for this week. I
spent many hours combing the video
store to fi nd the best possible (?) movies
to tell you about today. The U.s can
readilyte tify a to how much timeI must
be wasting due my performance in class.
The first movie I presentforyourpleasure
will be Highway to Hell, a film of recent
vintage. This fact is of interest because
for my second movie, I have decided to
delve into the archives and find a Bmovie cia ic. At least it fits my opinion
of classic, and that's all that reallycounts.
That movie is Hawk the Slayer.
Highway to Hell: The back of the box
says the film is an action-comedy-horroradventure movie. Well, it does have
comedy, but I don't even think the
producers believed that line.
Unfortunately,
the
movie
is
misrepresented on the front of the box as
if its a traight, low-budget horror movie,
with the caption, " Highway to Hell:
Where the toll is your soul.' This movie
i less frightening than Pee-Wee 's Big
Ad'·entllre. ActUally, for me, that's not a
fair compari on. Pee-Wee Herman
scares the hell out of me, that voice, that
bow-tie. But I digress. I guess it is time
to start looking at the movie. Let's start
with the plot.
The plot is poor.
ow we are not
talking Barbarian Queen II bad, but its
just not very good. On a back road, two
young lovebirds (Rachel and Charlie)
are eloping. Coincidentally, this road is
the " Highway to Hell." They stop and
the girl is kidnapped by the evil Sgt.
Bedlam, better known as Hell Cop. The
Sergeant takes Rachel to Hell. Charlie
finds an old man, who had had a similar
experience fifty years earlier, and gets
directions to Hell. And the cha e is on.
After this all the twists and turn are
predictable.
For a B-movie, this is a surprising well
known cast. The best perforn1ance is by
Pa trick Bergi n of Sleeping with the Enemy.
He plays Beezle, a kind of general
mechanic in Hell who helps our hero
Charlie. He brings style and flair to the
role. Speaking of Charlie, he is played by
Chad Lowe. Yes, he is Rob c. 0, I don't
make home video anymore" Lowe's
brother. He seems to be in a perpetual
state of worry and bewilderment. This is
appropriate I guess for his role, but he

step- on all his comic lines. He however, movie ends in a showdown between the seen, surpassing only any acting Sean
seems Oscar-caliber when compared to two forces. I won't ruin it for anyone by Young did in the 90s.
To be fair, I need to discuss the action
Kristi Swanson (B!lffi the r amp ire Slayer). giving away the ending.
Following my own formula, I am now sequences. The acting and choreography
She seem intent on proving that her
performance in Wannequin 2 was not a stuck evaluating the cast. This is not an here is better than in the rest of the
fluke. Unfo rtunately, several of the easy cast to discuss. The movie was movie. I'll bet the raw battle footage was
mannequins showed more emotional made in England, with an almost entirely pretty. I say that because the editor must
range than she did .
English cast. The sole exception is Jack have used his elbows. Some of it is
c.J. Graham plays the silent Sgt. Palance. In the Palance tradition, he extraordi narily entertaining, like
Bedlam. With his graffiti carved head, plays Voltan. By his standards, its a watching the Crow firing arrows faster
mirrored sunglas es and handcuffs that subpar performance. But that is still than I could pull a trigger. But the battle
are really hands, he bring a real presence better than most one-dimensional, " I am scenes have no continuity. You just keep
seeing bodies fall.
to the screen.
villain, here me roar" B-bad guys.
Once again, it is time fo r my final
Several big name cameo appearances
John Terry plays Hawk. He plays the
spice up the movie. The entire Stiller characterwith a cross between mysticism analysis. I really enjoyed this movie the
fa mi Iy, Jerry Stiller, hiswife,Anne ~eara and arrogance which only rarely makes first time I saw it, but I was a sixth-grader
and their two kids (who I have never me want to kill him. So I guess the at the time. I should have left it to fade
heard of) Ben and Amy make performance isn't that bad. You won't into memory. For all of you that are still
appearances. The original Stiller and recognize any other names in the cast (at with me, if you are a true fantasy~eara are funny as a cop and a waitress
least I didn ' t) and only one other adventure fan you will probably enjoy it.
in Pluto's Donuts in Hell. Lita Ford plays performance is worth mentioning. Crow It has enough unusual touches to make it
a female hitchhiker. The best cameo the Elf (I won't bother telling you the interesting.
appearance comes from Gilbert actor's name) delivers the most deadpan
If, like most people, you aren t in that
Gottfried as Hitler. Except Hitler claims lines I have every seen. Consequently, it category, drink a 12-pack first. See you at
to be named Bob and belong in Heaven. is one of the worst acting jobs I have ever the video stores.
It may be the funniest part of the movie.
O.K, we have a poor plot and an
uneven cast. Wha t'srigh twith the movie?
First, unlike most B-mov\es, this movie
had a real budget. The special effects
and make-up are gcxxl, not Tenninator 2
gcxxl, but pretty nice anyway. Also,
someone sat down and thought of every
way to use Hell in a joke and these made
it into the movie. Among the highlights
were a AAA tow truck (' Anarchy
Armageddon Annihilation") and a
commercial for Styx beer ("the dirtiest,
the fo ulest, the deadliest, Styx beer ').
The rest I will leave for you to see for
yourself.
I've said everything I wanttosay about
~~Local
the movie except it's rating. I give it a six
pack.
Hawk the Slayer: Oursecondvideoof
the week, released on video over a decade
ago, is more of a classic B-movie. It is
very low budget, but lacks the intentional
campiness found in many of today's Bmovies.
The plot involves a battle of two
brothers. Voltan is the older, evil brother.
WITH STUDENT 1.0,
Hawk is the good brother. Hawk has
fai rly gcxxl reasons for disliking his older
brother. Voltan killed their father and
Hawk's wife and tried to kill Hawk, who,
although being the better adjusted sibling,
did not take any of this too well.
The catalyst for this battle was VoItan
kidnapping of an abbess. Hawk puts
together a team to raise the ransom and
447 PRINCE GEORGE STREET
fight Voltan. Each member is the last of
its race. The group includes Gort the
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. • PHONE 229-3181
Giant, Crow the Elfand Baldin the Dwarf.
It's kind of a fantasy A-Team, but
without the stellar acting of ~r. T. The

FILM DEVELOPING Second set of prints

FREE

EVERY WEDNESDAY

Ask for
Lab" and get
Second Set Free along with
Low Prices - when brought
in on Wednesday.
24 exp. Kodacolor 4.95

Massey·s

Camera Shop
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Last tango -in Buenos Aires: tribute to an artist
By TIMOTHY GOPLERUD
In the last two years, the music world
has suffered the loss of several of its most
important figures in startlingly quick
succession. The classical music world
lost two of its greatest figureswhen Aaron
Copland and Leonard Bernstein, died in
the fall of 1990 within one month of each
other. The world of jazz lost its single
most influential musician of the last four
deca des when Miles Davis di ed in
September of 1991. In the midst of the
loss of so manywidely recognized figures,
the passing of a less-widely known artist
might easily be overlooked, but the death
of the Argentinean-American tangomaster Astor Pi azzoll a, a great and
original musician in his own right, should
not go without tribute.
Astor Piazzoll a,
the great
Argentinean-American composer,
bandoneon virtuoso, and the inventor of
" Nuevo Tango", died at the age of71 at
hishomein BuenosAiresonJuly 5,1992.
He died from the after-effects of the
same stroke which had ended his
performing career two years earlier. His
injection of classical and jazz techniques
into the traditional tango brought this
national fo lk idiom to the level of concert
music while never forgetting its dancemusic roots. He brought new life and a

wider and younger audience to a music
which might o therwise have been
relegated to the status of mere "folklore."
Although born near Buenos Aires,
Piazzolla grew up and spent much of his
youth in New York City, where he was
exposed to American jazz as well as the
classics. His father, a barber, bought
Astor his first bandoneon, which is the
large , ungainly-looking instrument
resembling an oversized concertina which
is the lead voice of the tango orchestra.
The choice of instrument was not Astor's
own. "If he had bought me a saxophone,
I would have been a jazz musician,"
Piazzolla once said. By the time Astor
was 13, he had played forthe tango legend
Carlos Gardel on the film soundtrack to
"EI Dia Que Me Que rias." He played
for the leading tango orchestras of the
'30s,'40s and '50s before fornling his own
"Quinteto Nuevo Tango ."
Tango had changed remarkably little
b etween its origin in the 1880s and
Piazzolla's innovations in the 1950s. It
was born in the bordellosofBuenosAires,
much as American jazz was born in the
brothels of the Storyville district of New
Orleans, also around the turn-of-thecentury. Despite its demimondaine
origins, tango's stylistic "purity" was
guarded with an almost religious fervor,

as it constituted an integral element in
the Argentinean national identity. In
this atmosphere of nationalistic
reverence, Piazzolla's innovations were
considered heretical and earned him the
anger of the tradition's "protectors", the
scorn of the national musical press, and,
incredible as it may seem, even led to
death threats. He was publicly criticized
by the militarist government of Argentina
during the '60s for his avant-garde
tendencies. Despite the intimidation and
the very real danger which he faced, he
stayed true to his musical vision: "I went
against the m. I fought them. I did what
I wanted."
Unable to find work for his group in
Argentina, Piazzolla moved to Europe,
where hefound a more receptive and less
tradition-bound audience. He lived much
of his life there, residing in Paris and
briefly in Rome. He and his "Quinteto
Nuevo Tango" toured world-wide since
its founding in 1960, but not until the
second half of the 1980s did Piazzolla
and his music become widely known in
the United States. During this time he
collaborated with such diverse musical
partners as jazz vibraphonist Gary
Burton, the Kronos Quartet, and the
N.Y.-based Orchestra of St. Luke's. In
1986, his music was featured in the hit

Broadway show, "Tango Argentino." He
was at the height of his fame and of his
powers when, in the middle of a European
concert tour, he suffered the stroke which
ended his career.
A prolific composer credited with over
750 works, Astor Piazzolla made more
than 100 records. The album which he
considered his best work - "We gave our
souls to this record," he said - is entitled
"Hora Zero" ("Zero Hour"), and it is
available as a CD from Pangea R ecords.
Piazzolla's music is unabashedly sensual,
music that wears not just its heart but its
hormones on its sleeve. Brutal and yet
refined," uevo Tango" is visceral music
full of passionate urgency, but at the
same time, elegant. What in other hands
would seem over-worked musical cliches
are mad e to transcend themselves
through the sheer force of conviction
with which they are performed.
The lush, seductive yet threatening
atmosphere of this music is expressed in
the poem of Enrique Fernandez which is
included in thealbum's liner-notes: "Strip
to your underwear if you're not in black
tie. Get obscene if you want, but never
casual . . . Don't worry, your life is in
danger. Remember your instructions.
Listen up. And suffer, motherfucke r,
this is the tango."

Sneakers: Comedy, quirks, action, and brains to boot
By STEVEN YOUNGKIN
\Vhenever I go see a

fll0\,;e,

delivers delightfully eccentric

security systems.
I

make one small request of the
filmmakers . That request is that
the smartest character in the
movie be at least half assmart as
the dumbest person in the
audience. A sadly high number
of movies don't do this. The
idiot plot in most movies forces
the characters to act in ways that
the audience can only wonder
how stupid the directors think
the general public really is.
Sneakers, however,fuIfills my
request. The characters are
smart, clever people who react
in ways th at are surprising,
humorous and yet believable.
Because of the characters, the
movie itself achieves an air of
suspense and enjoyment that can
only result from people who the
a udience knows and likes.
The movie stars Robert
Redford as Martin Bryce, an exradical who in the 1960s broke
into computer systems such as
the Republican Parry's a nd
t ransferred their f un ds to
organizations like the Black
Panthers. Bryce is discovered,
but he manages to avoid being
captured.
Bryce goes underground and
changes his name to Martin
Bishop. Later, he forms a
security agency and is hired by
various organizations to testtheir

Eventuall y,

governn1ent

agents ask Bishop to steal a
black box. They offer to erase
his past if he succeeds and
threaten to a rrest him if he
refuses. Soon after capturing
the box, Bishop discovers that
neither the agents nor the blackbox are what they appear to be.
The black box, for example, turns
out to be a code breaking device
that can decipher any code
imaginable.
After the box is re-stolen,
Bishop has to steal the box again.
This time, he has to take it from
a menacing industrialist (played
by Ben Kingsley). Bishop fi nds
stealing the black box much
more difficult the second time
around.
Th director, Phil Alden
Robinson (Field of Dreams)
manages to keep the movie
zipping along at a fas t clip .
Writers Lawrence La ker and
Wal ter F. Parkes ( Jl rll-games)
stock the movie with quirl-y
characters portrayed by a
talented actors who are clearly
enjoying themselves.
From Sidney Poitier (an exCIA opera tive) to Dan Akroyd,
(a paranoid electronics genius
convinced of the government's
responsiblity for everything from
earthqu akes to Pete Rose's
"framing") t he entire cast

performa nc.es~

Poirie r . Akr-oycl.

River Phoenix (a juvenile
delinquent)
and
David
Strathairn (a blind ma n with
excellent hearing) each manage
to make the audience forge t that
their roles are caricatures rather
than characters.
Most enjoyable of a ll is
Robert Redford's performance.
Afteryearsof dull roles in movies
like Legal Eagles and Hamna,
he finally is able to have fun.
Even when he looks relaxed, he
gives the role the weight that it
requires.
The filmmakers create
suspenseful scenes that pl ay out
Mission ImpoSSlble-style. I none
scene, for example, thesecurities
group manages have theirphone
signal sent through 10 cities and
two satellites in order to avoid
having their phone call traced.
It's hard to believe thatwatlChing
a telephone trace signal go across
a computer would
be
suspenseful, but Robinson
accomplishes that feaL I n
addition the climactic toy plant
break-in at the end ofthe movie
show how editing can be used
to create suspense. By moving
from one part of the buildi ng to
another in quick cuts, Robinson
manages to have the scene play
out in exciting and at times,
surprising ways.

While the movie is not a
it i~ a fa~t and furious
ride. The cast and crew decide
to treat the audience with
respect and assume that they
don't mind having a little brains

c1:1.~"ic.

mixed in with their action and
comeIly. Tn an

~ ntertainment

medium where idiot plots and
idiot characters rule a movie
like Sneakers is a decidedly
pleasant change.

• Located in the heart
of the historic area.
• Ample parking.
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Broken promises and
By mIL NUGENT
Question: Who is James

McMurtxy?
a) The Texas-born son of
novelist Larry McMurtry,
authrofLonesomeDove, Terms

of£ndearmen1, etc.;
b) The 30-year old singersongwriter in the style of Bob
Dylan, Richard ThoD1p!Dn, etc.,
who hasjust released his second
album, entitled CmuJyIand;
c) The guy on the radio :who
sings " Where's Johnny?,"
" Dusty Pages," and other
dassics; or
d) Someone}UU need to add to
your music coUection.
Answer: AU of the above, of
course.
ToquoreSiereoReview, think
of Lou Reed singing Woodie
Guthrie songs with John
Melleocamp'sband. That'snot
a bad analogy, although it
perhaps does a disservice to
McMumy, who has a biJ more
clasingingvoic:ethaoLou Reed
James McMumy is part of a
vcritabletsllnamiofnewsingersongwriters who have come on
the music scene in the past few
years, and who in numbers and
talent are easiIy the equals of
thoseofagenerationago. From

theaiticaUy acclaimed Richard
Thompson and Bob Dylan's
oon-in-law, Peter Himmelman,
to Marc Cohn and Chris
Whitley, they're cranking out
aJbums and playing at a Rogues
near you.
McMurtry is the kind of
songwriter who comes up with
lines lite this:
''-You might be in grad schooV
UpatM.lT JYoumightbedown
in the canal zone /Being aU that
you can beIYou might get to
thinking you're ahead of the
game/But when you break it aU
downIIt aU comes out the same!
You're painting l:'!y numbers!
Connecting the dotsIYou work
from the neck down/as often as
not"
That's from the song " Painting
l:'!y Numbers," off of his muchlauded 1989 debut album, Too
Long in the Wasteland. If the
lyrics remind you of Bob Dylan,
just wait until you hear
McMurtry's voice. What kind
of a voice has this James
McMumy? Best not to ask.
Like Dylan, McMumy has the
kind of voice that makes some
people hate him right off, but
which drives others to check out
what the guy is trying to say,
politIcal

candIdates,

~hattered

dreams in Candyland

because he obviously didn~t get
into music for the harmonies.

Japanese." This has the added
irooic touch in that McMurtry's
label, Columbia, was sold to
Sony recently. Remember?
Candyland also examines
VCIDles. Forexample, "Poorlost
Soul" from the Wasteland goes relationships. McMurtIy is as
like this:
jaded about the prospects for
"Your brother was a doctor! true love as he is about the idea
They sent him to the pen! that aU of us will ever really get
Medicare fraud! They say he's along. In "Save Yourself,"
doing it again." He also has the McMurtIysings, "Nowyourbad
tendency to get a little obscure, boy runs you ragged! But the
as on CaruIyland's "Hands Like nice guy bores you flat to tears!
Rain": "She waJked on tiptoes' He sends you flowers and
On a gravel bar! Wet skin pale birthday c:aIlW He tries so hard
as the evening star! The North and he's out of here."
But maybe there's some
Platte winding like a silver eeV
Hands like rain on August hope, after aU. McMurtIy ends
fields." Butyouwouldn'texpect his worthy new album with
any fan ofT.5. Biot to just dish "Dusty Pages," an ode to lasting
up the old moon/spoon/June love in tumultuous times. After
ditties; you've got to 1mI"k for expressing his confusion at the
the meaning of it ail
brand-new world they've come
Yet, James McMurtry's to, "with a whole new set .of
raison d'etre is social rules," the chorus asks, "Would
commentary on modem life. He you be my friend through the
spikes the emptinessofsubmbia agesIWatch thedecadesdrifting
in Candyland's title song. He l:'!y! And read to me from dusty
confronts thedivide between the pages! All the echoes of our
havesand the have-nots in "Safe lives." You can't ask for any
Side." And in " Good life," he more than that, in a song, or in
ponders the Why Worry, Be life itself. Or in an album. Take
Happy crowd, Slimming it up a spin through Cmulyland. It
with, "We're gonna dojustwhat may not be sugar-sweet, but it's
we please! And seU it aU to the much more than just a snack.

The crack about John
MeUencamp'sband was not idle
chatter. All of Mellencamp's
bandmates are there to help
make the noise on McMurtry's
two albums, and Mr.
Mellencamp himself was the
produceror~tiveproducer

on both. As might be imagined,
sometimes the music indeed
sounds eerily like that of
Mellencamp.
A prime
illustration ofthis is CondyImrd's
" Don't Waste Away," which
features long-time Mellencamper Lisa Germano on
background vocals and violin.
McMurtry's style differs
from the bulk of MeUencamp's
work, however. It comes closer
to the moody Big Daddy than to
the pop-oriented Whenever We
Wanted. One almost gets the
feeling that MeUencampwas the
one imitating McMurtIyOD their
1989 albums.. Moresignificantly,
the difference between the two
can be seen from McMurtry's
"Talkin' at the Texaco," which
highlights the dark side of the
rural life that MelJencamp
defiantly celebrated in " Small
Town."

McMurtIy has a drywit that
sometimes reminds the listener
of Warren ZeYon without the
bombast and the international

'ti£..---

the group

new~rtheJessI,'OUldbedcen=d3poJitic3J

political pursuits of an organization do
not ameliorate the status of an
organization for funding purposes..
I further promised to seek a more
informed opinion from Ken Smith,
Associate VICe President for Student
Affairs. Smith has been involved in
~ the status of organizations for
this purpose and advising the BSA on
such mattersfocseveraJ years. I contacted
Mr. Smith thefolJowingday. Heaffirmed
that LSCwouJd be coosKlered a political
organization and further stated that, even .
if the
did not dir
rt

organization given its focus on a political
policy.
In fact, Mr. Smith offered that similar
groups have been able to secure specific
funding for educational endeavors such
as speaker's forums and debates by
approaching the Speakers Fund
administered l:'!y the Student Activities
Office and the BSA I planned to convey
aU of this to Ms. Jackson, but was not
given the opportunity. I do appreciate
Ms. J ackson'scourtesy in notifying me of
her submission to the AmiOIS..
Joe Cartee
SBA President
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Monday, Sept. 21
Saturday, Sept. 26
* Film: "The Year 1200," and "Images Medievales," Muscarelle Museum, 4 p.m. * Workshop: Ebony Expressions, Ewell 150, 9 a.m . to 3 p.m.
,. Music: The Outlaws, Peppermint Beach Club, Virginia Beach.
* Music: Meat Puppets, 9:30 Club, Washington, tickets $12.
Tuesday, Sept. 22
* Music: Hard Corps, Flood Zone, Richmond.
* OCPP: "Applying for Judicial Clerkships," Room 124, 3 p.m.
" Party: PAD Crab Fest, Lake Matoaka.
* Blood Drive: American Red Cross, Trinkle Hall, 12:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 27
* Lecture: "Illuminated Manuscripts of the Apocalypse," George D. Greenia,
" Music at the Muscarelle, 4 p.m. No admission charge.
Muscarelle Musuem, 5:15 p .m.
* Music: Claudia Stevens, performance artist, Ewell R ecital Hall, 8 p.m. General
* Paper: "Does Local History Have A Future: Some Personal Thoughts," Kevin
admission at the door, $2; W&M students with ID admitted free.
Kelly, research dept., Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Institute of Early
Monday, Sept. 28
American History and Culture, Swem Library, 7:30 p.m.
" Rosh Hashana
* Lecture: " Rediscovering the Past: Archaeology Along the Chickahominy,"
Tuesday, Sept. 29
Steven Pullins, sponsored by Center for Archaeological Research, Williamsburg * Reves Center Lecture: "Genocide in Bosnia: The Failure of the International
Regional Library, 7:30 p.m.
Community to Respond," George D. Kenney, former officer-in-charge for
VVednesday, Sept. 23
Yugoslav affairs, U.S. State Dept.; Rogers 100, 7:30 p.m.
* Food: Hunger Task Force Cajun Dinner to benefit victums of Hurricane
'" Lecture: " Rediscovering the Past: Archaeology Along the ClUckahorniny,"
Andrew, Tazewell Hall, 7 p.m. Tickets $3, on sale at Campus Center through
Dennis B. Blanton, Center for Archaeological R esearch; Williamsburg Regional
Sept. 18. For information, call ext. 15652.
Library, 7:30 p.m.
* Speaker: "World Class Education," Joseph A. Spagnolo J r., state superintendent VVednesday, Sept. 30
of public instruction, Andrews 101, 7:30 p.m.
* Birthday: Leeanne Morris (27!)
* Meeting: Amicus meeting. Time and place TBA.
, ,. Music: Riverside, 9:30 Club, WaslUngton, tickets $5.
Thursday, Sept. 24
Thursday, Oct. 1
* Town and Gown Luncheon: topic relating to Public Policy Conference (Sept. 25- * Music: Natural Blend, O'Callahans.
27) "EC 1992 and Beyond: A Challenge to the Postwar World Order," speaker Friday, Oct. 2
TBA, Campus Center Ballroom, 12:15 p.m.
* Presidential Inauguration, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 25
* Colonial Virginia Bike Trek sponsored by American Lung Association of
* Supreme Court Preview, Institute ofBill of Rights Law , Marshall-Wythe (continues
Virginia. Two-day ride begins and ends in Williamsburg. Call 1-800-243-TREK
through 9/26).
for more information.
* Antique Show: William and Mary Hall (continues through 9/27).
,. Muscarelle Museum Exhibits through Oct. 11: "Late Medieval and Early
* Public Policy Conference: "EC 1992 and Beyond: A Challenge to the Postwar
Renaissance Illuminated Manuscripts", "Pattern, Color and the Potter's Hand:
World Order." Keynote address "European Union as a Challenger to the World
Islamic Ceramics from the James L. Greaves Collection," "Robert Keyser's
Watercolors of a Persian Bowl."
Order." The Right Honorable Lord Jenldns of Hillhead, Chancellor, Oxford
* Family Weekend Concert: W&M Orchestra, Concert Bank and Choir, Trinkle
University, 7 p.m. PBK Memorial. No admission charge.
Hall.
* Music: Steppenwolf, Peppermint Beach Club, Virginia Beach.
Saturday, Oct. 3
* Music: Glenn Frye, The Boat House, Norfolk, 9 p.m.
'" M usic: Mark Ribot (guitarist for Tom Waite, Elvis Costello, et. al.), The Metro, * Football vs. Brown (Family Day), Zable Stadium 1 p.m.
,. Music: Delbert McClinton, The Boathouse, Norfolk, 9 p.m., tickets $9.
Richmond.
* Music: Dave Mason, Flood Zone, Richmond.
'" Music: Soul Asylum, 9:30 Club, Washington, tickets $9.

Wlillanlsbur-a's ~ewest
~iaht SP()t

Unwind after Moot Court
at the

Full Bar & Billiards Room
with an atmosphere to appeal to a
professional crowd
Eat & drink while you shoot pool,
or just drop by the cafe for a
casua l meal & cocktail

Appropriate Attire Required
220-0808
Williamsburg Crossing
APOLITICAL, from page 8
nomination process is too
important to entrust to a
politically motivated group. A
negative ABA rating sounds the
judicial death knell for a lower
court nominee and influences
the appointment of Supreme
Court Justices. Do we really
want a political interest group
to have a voice in the selection
of the federal judiciary?
Wouldn't the voice of an
apolitical bar association be
preferable? If you agree with
the current liberal philosophy
of the ABA, are you frightened

that a group with this much voice
in the sel ection of our judiciary
could become conservative? Or
Marxist? Or Fascist?
In addition to the ABA's role
in shaping public perception of
our profession and it's voice in
choosing our federal judiciary,
the ABA plays a strong part in
our legal education. It sponsors
one of the most prestigious moot
court competitions William and
Mary enters, it sponsors student
written article competitions, it
even sponsors a negotiation
competition I intend to
participate in this fall. Should a
student have to choose between

their moral views and
opportunities for professional
education or advancement? If
the ABA were as nonpartisan as
it claims to be, stude'nts would
not have to make this choice.
Yet the ABA has left us no
choice. As a political special
interest group it degrades public
perception of lawyers, injects
politics into judiciary selection
and forces students to balance
their moral and political beliefs
against their desire for
educational opportunities. As a
nonpartisan
professional
organization, it could improve
public perception of our

Next Saturday, Sept. 26
I :00 PM
Crabs, Hot Dogs,
Golden Beverages and Soft Drinks
$8 advance, $10 at the door
Tickets on sale in the lobb
profession, assist in the
nonpartisan selection of
competent judges and foster
greater
educational

opportunities for law students
of all political beliefs. Although
theABAistheformer, it should
be the latter.
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College Football? The Reds Are Higher on My List
By ERIC CHASSE
Well I , for one, am
impressed. Here we are, not
two weeks since my seemingly
i II-advised prediction re:
baseball's National League
West race and the Reds have
managed not only to fall short of
my, and most of the free world's
expectations , but to play
themselves totally out of
contention. I always thought
such a journalistic curse could
only be imposed by a national
publicatio n but apparently our
own Amiclls Curine shares this
destructive power.
It is disquieting, however, to
learn that I am per onally
responsible for my team's poor
showing of late. Consequently,
I have determined that, for
reasons of self-preservation,
dropping resu mes for Cincinnati
firms is out of the question.
Therefore, I would like to go
on record today as being the
first to pick my Reds for seventh
place next season (yes, boys and
girls, I did consider National
League expansion next year-did you?). Reverse psychology
was always one of best subiects.

****** *****

At this hour, the Braves'
'magic number" stands at eight
games. ~agic numbers were
invented in the mid-SOs by some
of 3L Kevin Olivera's favorite
professors at MIT. Clearly one
needs at least a Ph.D. to
understand howthisconceptwas
developed. In layman's terms,
however, the current situation is
this: Even if Atlanta loses the
rest of its games this year, the
Reds would have to win all of
their games through ~ay 15, as
well as the Ohio lottery to pull
into a tie. But, as I always say,
" never say never" (unless, of
course, you're nine and a half
games behind with three weeks
to go in the season).
***** * *****

Who should be the National
League ~VP this year? The
three names being bantered
about currently are Sheffield,
Pendleton and Bonds. Before
any analysis begins, however, it
is important to define our terms.
Is the ~VP the best player
on the best team ? If so,
Pendleton deserves a lot of
consideration, ~ecia\\'j given

the subpar seasons by Ron Gant
and David Justice. But what
about 20-game-winner Tom
Glavine ... or should pitchers
not be considered?
Should the ~VP be the one
player mostvaluable to his team,
the guy his team simply could
not do without? Barry Bonds is
the man iIi this case . .. or is he?
He certainly is an invaluable
member of the Pirates--but so is
Van Slyke and maybe even
Drabek. Which is THE most
valuable? Is this criterion overlyinclusive (for all you Con Law
fans in the audience); or is it
restricted to winning teams; or
is it simply the wrong
requirement to begin with?
A final option is to give the
award to the player with the best
stats. The Padres' Gary Sheffield
fits the bill. Thevotingmembers
of the BBWAA should look
primarily at the candidate's
numbers. Anyone having a
Triple Crown-esque year like
Sheffield is the~VP in mybook.
Add into the calculus other
seconda.ry factors, such as team
performance. times appearing
on blooper reel':>, hat siz.e and

the infamous "S/9" (scratches
per nine innings) ratio and you've
got yourself a winner. Ofcourse,
to date I do not have an ~VP
vote this year (Note: Ask editor
to remedy this ASAP), but with
the Amicus'
new-found
notoriety as a legitimate jinxing
periodical, I'm sure this honor
wilJ be forthcoming post haste.
Incidentally, I would choose
a President the same way, but I
would not put nearly the same
time or effort into it.
************

Anybody notice that
Carolina is 2-0 after impressive
victories over perennial
powerhouses Wake Forest and
Furman? Actually, the ACC
currently has five schools
residing in the nation's top 25
(rightfuJly NOT including the
Tarheels). With the addition of
Florida State, the ACC must
now be regarded as a national
footbaJl, as well as basketball,
powerhouse. Six or seven years
ago, when the league was
Clemson and the seven dwarfs,
whod've thunk it??

down: ~arshaJl Faulk of San
Diego State has won the 1992
HeismanTrophy. Afterjusttwo
games, he has piled up enough
real estate to own Black, White
and Greenacre: Nearly three
hundred
yards
against
nationally-ranked BYU (Or is
that just plain ronk?). Rumor
has it that the Cougars were
implementing the UNL V
"amoeba defense" throughout
the second half. Faulk's
performance on national
television has clinched the award
before the other pretenders
could even say, "Are you sure
you want a running play here,
Coach Holtz?" SDSU's soft
schedule assures Faulk of many
more patsies to run around, over
and through. Barring injury, the
trophy should be his to lose.
.***********

I know this is not an
incredJble amount of college
football coverage, but there is
only so much editor's ass one
can kiss. Tune in in two weeks,
campers, to find out what else
I'm missing in my columns
Goodnight,

************

OK everyone, wI"ite this

CaJjgula,

wh erever you are.

Double Jeopardy walks; John and George bomb
By BILL MADIGAN
Tazmanian Devils. Playing with the
As the first Tuesday in November strength of two Alex Trebeks, Double
approaches, everyone from CNN to the Jeopardy took their ~onday night
~ini-Page has been bombarding us with
opener, 13-S. The infield icons, Brian
their predictions and predilections. But
'The Glove" Platnick at second and Tim
the cultural elite at ~-W have been "The Void' Bird at short, played the
longing fOl' a poll with real substance, a midillelikeaviolin,stoppingalateinning
poll with unquestioned accuracy, a poll rally by the Devils. On the offensive side,
that is meaningful to them as they grapple after a few fortuitous walks, " Pistol" Pete
with the problems of everyday life. They Hetzel sealed the victory with a in-thewant the first intramural sports poll of park grand slam. Double Jeopardy's
the season. Who says this school doesn't offense and defense, as well as the
give students what they want: The Up-to- addition of the mystery pitcher with the
Date, State-or-the-Art, Softball Poll
arm of rubber, should keep them in the
1. Double Jeopardy
race down the stretch.
2. The Earnest Borgnines
The Earnest Borgnines come in at
3. Abuse of Discretion
number two. Even though the name
.t. The 3Ls
conjures up an imageof a team comprised
5. Ad Naseum
of bald, fat and untalented guys, the
6. Regal Legals
Borgninesseem anything but. Thisoutfit,
7. We're Comin' In
led by " Smokin'" Joe Quigley, won its
S. Crimes Against Nature
first two games handily. In week one,
9. Marshall-Wythe Bombers
they mashed Lumpless Gravy 6-0. In
In response to some undeserved week two, theywanked the Hankers by a
criticism last year, this reporter broke score of 23-11. The Borgnines have a
tradition and actuaUy attended one of chance to capture the title (as much as
the games about which I am writing. Of Earnest has a chance of getting an Oscar).
course, the fairness and impartiality that
Abuse of Discretion settles into the
you have all come to respect and expect third spot. Led by Eric Chasse, Abuse
may have been undermined by my was a strong pre-season favorite. They
participation in the game itself. But opened the season by abusing PKT 20-5.
then, who said life is fair?
Despite this strong showing, Discretion
Double Jeopardy is king this week slips to third for no good reason.
after a strong performance against the
The3Lstake the number four position

on the heels of a 16-0 blow-out of APO.
The team is led by Dan "Kick The"
Rucket, who credits the team's success
to the wisdom and experience that can
only be gained from finishing two years
ofLegalSkiJls. He now claims he can hit
like Jim ~olitemo, field like John Levy
and run like Fred Lederer.
FaIling in the middle of the pack is
that perennial favorite, Ad Naseum.
Naseum opened their season with a win
by forfeit. Team Captain Kyle
" Bermuda" Short attributed the win to
the other team not showing up. Cocaptain "Door" ~att Holloran expressed
his hopefor similar showings (or not) by
their future opponents by invoking the
team's motto, "Forfeit to the Finals."
Regal Legals hold the sixth spot
hostage after a win by default. Only the
wonderful people at Rec Sports know
the difference between this and a win by
forfeit. Tony "The Tiger" Agudelo leads
this team oftalented 1Ls. Regal should
move up the poll as the season progresses,
as the 2Ls and 3Ls fall victim to the stress
and fatigue of trying to find a job where
they don't have to wear polyester.
We're Comin' In leases the number
seven niche. Team Leader Pat '''Em
Down" Connolly predicts big things for
this Co-Rec powerhouse. Though the
rain has kept them from realizing their
potential, the team is ready to fight for

their number seven spot in the softbaH
hierarchy.
Crimes Against Nature escapes the
basement, treading water at number
eight Dave "Dan Quayle" Delk and
Jason"Sammy"Davispilotedtheirteam
to a crash landing in their first game.
They were tie-dyed by the Ed Heads 127. Team captains then exclaimed, "What
a long, strange trip it's beea"
And finally, bringing up the rear is
that home-town favorite, the ~arshaJl
Wythe Bombers, a team both John and
George would be proud to lend their
names to. They were condemned to the
bottom spot after the ~BAthletes
~Annihilatedthem124. Team Despot
John "~ayor" ~cGowan vows that this
minor setback will not discourage the
team from their lofty goal, to capture the
number eight spot and not be the worst
softball team at ~-W.
Well, that's all the pulse-pounding
softball action for this issue. Once again,
team captains, please drop your game
results in my hanging file with some
highlights so I can make it sound like I
was actually there. Next time, I'll have
more softball results as the teams thunder
towardthe~-Wpennant Also, I'll have
some ball spiking, knee skinning indoor
volleyball action to report. Until then it's
not the size of your hand that counts, but
whether it fits the glove.
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BALKANIZED, from page 1
happy with another 10 or so spaces. He
then commented that "comm uting
srudents at William and Mary had best
be prepared towalk." Niebuhr later said
that he believed the law srudents should
recover some of the parking that they
enjoyed prior to construction of the grad
complex. Tracy Camp of the School of
Arts and S iences said he was oPPO d
to gi ing up the 14 spaces which are
closer to the grad complex (as well as the
law school), citing the residents· need to
carry groceries from their cars to their
apartments. Cartee ob erved that spaces
designated fordaystudentparki ng would
be available to residents after 4:00 p.m.
Camp replied that if residents parked in
these spaces, they would have to move
their cars before :30 a .m. Gettys said
that there would be no one issuing tickets
before 7:45 or 8:00 a.m.
By consensus, the heads of the other
grad u ate programs agreed to the
redesignatio n ofthe ~2 spaces parallel to
Henry Street for day tudent parking,
rejecting the redesignation of the 1-1
spaces closer to the law school. Cartee

then broached the question of changing
the designation of the nine spaces which
are immediately adjacent to the faculty
parking lot and currently posted for
general permit parking. This proposal
\I, as immediately and vehemently
opposed by the other GAPS members.
These spaces will remain accessible to
any pernlit holder. Tracy Camp said she
felt that the changes in resident parking
should be subject to further discus ion if
the resident graduate srudents are upset.
The last piece of the parking puzzle
involves the recovery of space in the
faculty parking lot. Cartee revealed that
Dean Connie Galloway has identified 11
paces for redesignation to day srudent
parking. The spaces to be changed are
across from the nine permit parking only
spaces. The change of signage in both
the faculty and resident lots was
completed by ParkingServiceslastweek.
In other parking news. SBA President
Cartee contacted Trist McConnell, the
new Mayor of the City of Williamsburg.
Cartee said that he discussed three issue
with the mayor: The changesof on- treet
parking regulations in the law school
locale; the lack of no tice students received
of these changes; and negative comment

concerning the College of William and
Mary that were made by City Manager
Jack Tuttle to this reporter la t pring
(see "Commuters Foiled Again," Amicus
Curiae page 1, Friday, March 20, 19(2).
McConnell told Cartee that there had
been other complaint regarding Tuttle
and he hoped the problems would b
resolved bya total quality service program
which ha been initiated to help city
employees deal with the public.
McConnell, having entered the office of
mayor only in July of this year, was not
familiar \liith the problem surrounding
new regulations. He was ·mpathetic
when Cartee informed him thatsrudent
had parked legally in the morning and
were then ticketed when the sign posting
new regulations were installed during
the day. He also expressed concern when
Cartee suggested that some of the new
regulations seemed to be directed toward
preventing the use of on- treet parking
by law tudent and for no other
legitimate purpose. The mayor promised
Cartee that he would bring the issue
before city council and that he would
contact Cartee in the furure if chang in
parking regulation that rna impact on
the law school community are propo ed.
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JACKSON, from page 1
noted that regardl ess of color,
" hunger hurt !"
Jackson addressed the i- ue
of racial polarization through a
thorough discussion on Japanbashing. He advocated a
diffe rent approach to the
question, " Why is Japan
-trong?" He answered simply,
"Japan is strong because Japan
reinvests in Japan:' To clarify
hi point,Jacksondrewacolorful
analogy between Japan and the
honeybee. When a flower
pollinates the honeybee sucks
the nectar from the flower. But
before the bee flies awa ', it never
forgets to leave pollen behind.
As the bee·s "reinvestment" is
critical to the flower's furure
growth and prosperity, so is

America ' s
reinvestment
imperative to our growth and
prosperity. A Jackson pointed
ou t, we cannot help others
wi thout helping ourselves.
One of the mo t poignant
moments of the evening
occurred when Jack on
articulated the importance of
character.
At a recent
conference in Washington, D.C.
to promote racial unity, Jackson
and his colleagues honored
George Haliday and the
rescuers of Reginald Denny.
Haliday. a white man, had
videotaped and released a copy
of the infamous Rodney King
beating. Denn " the white truck
driver who had been pulled from
his rig and beaten during the
recent Los Angeles riots, was
saved by f ur black male-.
Jackson lauded the actions of

Haliday and Denny's rescuers
as tho e which define character.
Jackson stated that in the
ab ence of true character we
become arrogant and insensitive
toward one another. Thus he
stressed living in the "real world"
and the importance of
communicating more with each
other by reaching outside our
racial cliques. He asked each of
us to become acquain·ted with
someone we do not know. " We
should rum to each other and
not on each other."
Jackson fears that in the 29
years since Rev. Dr. M a rtin
Luther King,J r.'sfamous "1 have
a dream peech," the social
context Dr. King message has
been forgotten. The day Dr.
King rendered that speech,
"[blacks] couldn t use a ingle
public bathroom or public
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POLITICS, from page 1
fo r displeasure with the decision to deny
funding. First, there wa no attempt
made to determine whether LSC was in
fact political and second, there i · no
rational te t for determining what is
political. "[Cartee] seemed to have made
up hi mind before he entered the
meeting,' hesaid. Thedenialoffunding
was made prior to any discussion about
what activities LSC was planning for this
school year.
"I told Ms. Jackson that I was willing
to discu whether LSC wa in fact a
political group, and he admitted that
LSC did panicipate in election
endor ement and mail campaign ,"
Cartee said. He stated further that such
activitie b group requireadesignation
a political.
Breckenridge advocates a test that
determines whether an organization i
political "upon their activities, not upon
their name.
She cites the academic
debates and informational peakers (e .g.,
Professor Michael Gerhardt speaking
about the con titutional guidelines for
abortion) that LSCponsors a evidence
that the group is not trictly or even
predominate! political. She point to
other organizations in the law school "at
least a political as LSC" that do receive
funding, such as The Federali t Society,
SERCH and Environmental Law Society.
Each of these organization engage in
the debate and formation of national
and local public policy.
Cartee also uggested that the n npolitical activities of LSC could receive
funding from other sources uch as the
Speakers Forum. "I d a i t all political
groups if! could," said Cartee. " It allows
for diversity, but it's not within the power
given me with respect to funding."
LSC requested $300 in funding from
the SBA. According to Breckenridge,
the money wa- for speakers the group
wanted to bring on campus for
informational and academic activities.

library. Racism counterfeited
money. Veterans had rerurned
[from World War II] with fewer
rights than German . Medgar
Evers had been killed that
ummer. The big ambition wa
to use the public bathroom."
Jack on tre sed tha t the
re\·olution that has occurred
within the past 29 ears wa
in piredneitherb Republican
nor Democrats, but by ·oung
America. " Young America did
the marching, did the dying:'
Once again it is up to u to
change the course of America
beginning with our vote.
Jackson continued his
emphasis on the power of the
vote byferventlydemandingonsite, same-dayvoter regi-tration.
Currentl " Virginia ha a threeda . notification policy for its
registrars. " It i oppressive to

undercut the right to vote. "
Jack on reque ted nonregi tered voters in the audience
to come forward t begin the
regi tration proce, in the
auditorium. Approximately 70
tudent walked to the tage to
ubmit their names and
addre e. Although actual
registration took place for a on
week period beginning on
Monday, Sept. 1-1 those names
gathered at William & Mary
Hall were referred to theSrudent
Center on Thursday. Jackson
and his delegation registered
over 3,000 tudents to vote in
ew York on Monday while al
deputizing them to regi ter
others.
The address closed with an
infom1al question and answer
period and a call and response
f "Keep Hope Alive!"

